Preface

1918 is an auspicious year for the Graphic Arts Collection, as it marks the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the collection by Elmer Adler in 1948, as well as the tenth year in the tenure of Dale Roylance as its curator. In a series of exhibitions and publications over the years, Mr. Roylance has called attention to the marvelous group of research materials assembled by Mr. Adler and his successors. This beautifully produced catalogue, *American Graphic Arts: A Chronology to 1964 in Books, Prints, and Drawings*, should be seen both as an extension of that effort and as a companion volume to the earlier catalogue, *European Graphic Arts: The Art of the Book from Gutenberg to Picasso* (Princeton: Prince-
ton University Library, 1986).

In publishing this catalogue, the Library not only calls attention to the resources available in American graphic arts for teaching and research in a variety of scholarly disciplines, but also celebrates the generosity of many donors and collectors who have been central to the development of these holdings. Chief among these is Sinclair Hamilton, Class of 1906, whose collection of "American Illustrated Books to 1870" is among the best to be found anywhere and forms a central component of this exhibition and catalogue. Others whose books and prints are important to the success of this effort include Cyrus H. McCormick, Class of 1879, Grenville Kane, Junior Spencer Morgan, Class of 1888, Moses Taylor Pyne, Class of 1877, Andre deCoppet, Class of 1915, and William Prickett, Class of 1947, among many others. As in so many other recent projects of this nature, moreover, the resources of the Scheide Library have proven to be especially important, and we are grateful to William H. Scheide, Class of 1926, for his continuing cooperation and friendship.
Finally, we extend our warmest thanks to Leonard L. Milberg, Class of 1953, for the many fine books, prints, and drawings he has given to the Library and lent for this exhibition, and for his sustaining interest in the collection and support for our efforts to publicize these holdings. His enthusiastic endorsement of our work has been a source of particular pleasure, and we are especially pleased to acknowledge it.

WILLIAM L. JOYCE
Associate University Librarian for Rare Books and Special Collections
Princeton, N.J., 1969
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Introduction

THE ART AND CRAFT of pictorial history is seldom understood, rarely mastered, and yet to be taught. It requires a skillful weaving together of pictures and words to present facts and insights which open to us some part of the past. A clearly defined theme, mastery of detail, and command of many sources must be combined with book design informed by special experience if this approach to history is to succeed.

Since 1939 devoted scholars, in a succession of memorable exhibitions and catalogues, have been teaching themselves, and us, their audience, how pictorial history can tell the story of the colonization of North America and the founding and growth of the United States. The enterprise which launched these efforts was the Metropolitan Museum of Art's Life in America, A Special Loan Exhibition of Paintings Held during the Period of the New York World's Fair, April 24 to October 29, 1933 (New York, 1933).

William M. Ivins, Jr., acting director of the Museum, headed a team which included Stephen G. Clark, Harry C. Wehle, A. Hyatt Mayor, Hermann W. Williams, and Josephine L. Allen.

Other examples of American pictorial history were From Colony to Nation, An Exhibition of American Painting, Silver and Architecture from 1620 to the War of 1812 [The Art Institute of Chicago, April 21 through June 15, 1941] and the Corcoran Gallery of Art's American Dimension, 1722-1920, published by the National Capital Sesquicentennial Commission, Washington, D.C., in 1957. In 1951 came Marshall B. Davidson's two-volume Life in America (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company in association with the Metropolitan Museum of Art). There have been numerous later exhibitions and catalogues, most notably during the Bicentennial
of American Independence in 1776, which took the example of the original Life in America, modified it, elaborated on it, and applied it to a specific period or place or other theme in American history.

Dale Roylance's American Graphic Arts represents a further evolution of the form described by Francis Henry Taylor in his foreword to Marshall Davidson's Life in America:

The thirst for knowledge, vivid and detailed, has thus brought about a new type of scholarship which gives authority to pictorial representation as a substitute for masses of printed words. The selection and interpretation of these pictures is a new art and constitutes a visual-literary form as revolutionary in our time as was the novel in the eighteenth century and the short story in the nineteenth.

American Graphic Arts will, I believe, be influential, in part because of the clarity with which it establishes moments and episodes in American history within a strongly defined chronological progression; in part, also, because of the brilliant mingling of icons of American history with images that are less known to us. Many books and pictures in these pages have been hallowed from generation to generation in bibliographies, sale catalogues, and exhibition catalogues. Captain John Smith's Covarrull Historie published in London in 1624, for instance, and the map of New England, engraved by Simon de Passe, which is part of the volume, are of such fundamental importance that they may inspire in the student of American history a sense of awe. They are touchstones. Beside such fundamental works, Dale Roylance gives us the ephemeral and the popular—early bookplates and broadsides, chromolithographs, trade cards—and he makes us realize their significance, sometimes intensely private and personal, sometimes reflecting new technology and mass communication.

The book brings us a most extraordinary cast of characters and the opportunity to see not only people but places on a generous scale, in portraits and views. Fact is here, in pictorial reportage, and myth, in imaginings of the New World. We are always close to the printing press in these pages, and to the explorers, artists, writers, mapmakers, composers, caricaturists, advertisers, and others who needed letterpress, copperplate press, lithographic press, or other means of printing to reach their desired audience. Achievements in color printing receive special attention.

Life in America, From Colony to Nation, American Processional, and many succeeding publications began as exhibitions in which the works exhibited were borrowed from far and wide. American Graphic Arts, in contrast, relies almost entirely on a number of exceptional collections at Princeton University, collections which establish Princeton as one of the indispensable centers for research and study in the field, comparable to the New York Public Library, New-York Historical Society, and Library of Congress. The richness of these collections, as we encounter them here, is staggering. Princeton has nurtured American pictorial history through its collectors, authors, and curators. Hyatt Mayor, Class of 1924, and Marshall Davidson, Class of 1926, stand among our most distinguished practitioners, past and present, of this "visual-literary form." Dale Roylance is making a major contribution in Princeton's great tradition.

SINCLAIR HITCHINGS
Keeper of Prints
Boston Public Library
The first and most famous printed picture book of the history of the world is Hartmann Schedel's great Nuremberg Chronicle. This extraordinary work, first published in 1493, presents in hundreds of bold woodcuts all of the most important events, people, and places—from God and Creation to the author's own time in fifteenth-century Germany. A few blank pages are left at the end for future developments. Remarkably enough, there appeared in the same year a small pamphlet, Giuliano Dati's Narratio de Columba (Florence, 1493), recording a singularly important "future development" left out of the Nuremberg Chronicle: the voyage and discoveries of Columbus in 1492. Dati's poetical version of Columbus' 1493 letter to Luis de Santangel includes on its first page a small woodcut which gives us our earliest picture of America. Early printings of this woodcut, including the one in the Scholastic Library's Lettera di Amerigo Vespucci of 1505-1506, are among the rarest of imprints. Like so many of the woodcuts in the Nuremberg Chronicle, a great deal is shown in a very small picture. Here is King Ferdinand on his throne directing a recognizably if miniature Columbus, three famous ships on a deceptively narrow Atlantic Ocean, and the exotic shores of a New World. The long-haired natives, instead of welcoming the Europeans, seem to be doing their best to escape from the picture.

Woodcut depicting King Ferdinand and the discovery of America, from Lettera di Amerigo Vespucci: detta nota mensurata senz'arte in quadro aut vigneta. Florence, 1505-1506. The Scholast Library.
Following Columbus, several explorers—among them Amerigo Vespucci in 1501, Juan Ponce de León in 1513, and Hernando de Soto in 1541—realized that here was not Cathay as Columbus had thought, but a vast unknown land. By 1562 a Frenchman, Jean Ribaut, established a Huguenot settlement in what is now northeastern Florida, and carved the French coat of arms on a stone column to mark the place. Two years later a second band of Frenchmen arrived, led by René de Laudonnière and including a young watercolor artist named Jacques Le Moyne de Morgues. Le Moyne was able to observe at first hand the Indians and their customs. Among the memorable scenes recorded by this highly skilled artist was one of Florida Indians worshiping Ribaut’s stone column, in which he included portraits of Laudonnière and the Indian chief Ahohe.

The Frenchmen’s stay was abruptly ended in 1565 when Spanish soldiers attacked the colony. Le Moyne was among the few to escape alive; he returned to Europe, where he found his way to London and the patronage of Sir Walter Raleigh. In the following years Le Moyne worked in watercolor the scenes he had witnessed in Florida, and these designs came to the attention of the Flemish artist-entrepreneur Theodore de Bry, who was then deeply involved in creating his monumental publishing venture, the *Hercules*. By 1591 de Bry was able to reproduce by copper engraving forty-three of Le Moyne’s original designs, all but one of which would otherwise now be lost. The sole surviving Le Moyne watercolor is the scene at Ribaut’s column. Today it is one of the New York Public Library’s most important iconographical treasures, in beautiful condition, preserving in manuscript an extraordinary picture of a bizarre but friendly encounter of two worlds.
Theodore de Bry must again be recognized here for his finely engraved reproduction of a second important set of eyewitness watercolors, this time recording renewed exploration just twenty-one years after Le Moyne's paintings of Florida. This second series was the work of John White, an Englishman sent by Sir Walter Raleigh to help establish the English colony on Roanoke Island, near the mainland of Virginia, in 1584. Unlike the original work of Le Moyne, John White's many sharply observed drawings are all preserved in the British Library, and comprise a priceless pictorial manuscript record of the first English colony in America. Their importance was recognized almost at once by Theodore de Bry, who reproduced by copper engraving twenty-three of them as an illustrated supplement to the first volume of his Voyages. Published in 1590, the work was a triumph of graphic arts. There were early editions in Latin, French, German, and English, and seventeen reprints between 1590 and 1620.

The engraved plates after John White are startling images not only for their exotic subject matter but also for their highly refined engraving. Although they preserve the earliest visual documentation of America, they set up an aesthetic conflict that persists throughout the early history of American picture making: a difficult-to-dispel overlay of European style on American scenery and subjects.

Theodore de Bry was a master engraver of the late sixteenth century, when copper engraving became imbued with all the stylistic elegance of the late Renaissance and the emerging manierism of the period. The mirrored image of this warrior-chief even recalls the Renaissance convention often used by the Florentine artist Antonio del Pollaiuolo. De Bry's Indians were much copied and imitated, and it was he who established the romantic European image of the American Indian as an elegant savage, an image that lingered on into the nineteenth century, until photography finally established a far more realistic one.
In 1607 a new English settlement was established at Jamestown, Virginia, and in 1609 the Virginia Company of London sent over a fleet of seven ships. Aboard one of them, the *Sea Adventure*, was William Strachey (1572–1621). Strachey kept a careful record of his voyage, including the shipwreck of the *Sea Adventure* in a hurricane off the Bermudas in 1609. His account of this disaster—and of his survival with the ship's crew for ten months as castaways—may have influenced Shakespeare's *The Tempest*.

Strachey spent a year in Jamestown (1609–1610), where he assembled material for his "Historie of Travell into Virginia Britannia," written in 1612. This extraordinary manuscript is one of the great treasures of the Princeton University Library. It is of particular interest because it includes as "extra illustration," John Smith's rare 1612 map of Virginia and a group of twenty-seven de Bry engravings after the drawings of John White. All are carefully hand-colored and provide a rich embellishment to Strachey's manuscript account.

Among the de Bry colored engravings inserted in the Strachey manuscript is a view of the Indian village of Secota at Rouseo. It shows in birds-eye perspective several houses, gardens growing such eminently American crops as tobacco and corn, as well as pumpkins and sunflowers. In the foreground, Indian customs are included, showing the king's tomb, a feast fire, a feast and a ceremonial dance. The scene conveys a sense of peace and prosperity, confirming Thomas Hariot's optimistic view asserting that "these people live happily together without envy or greed."

---

The exploration of the northeastern coast of North America followed the Jamestown settlement by only a few years. Captain John Smith (1580–1631), who arrived in Jamestown in 1607, spent two years exploring the Chesapeake Bay. Smith continued his relentless travels, and by 1614 had explored and named the northeastern coast “New England.” His engraved map fixes in print the English nomenclature for places (including Cambridge and Plymouth). By depicting a European compass rose and the royal coat of arms, and by the prominent placement of the discoverer’s portrait, Smith’s map declares New England the presumed property of the English crown.

After John Smith returned to England he wrote and had printed a number of extraordinary treatises on both Virginia and New England, all of which are invaluable eyewitness records of early English colonization in America. These works are full of surprising personal recollections, including that best-known of stories, John Smith and the Indian maiden, Pocahontas. When Smith was about to be stoned to death by the Indians, the chief’s daughter took his head in her arms “and laid her own upon it to save him from death.”

Pocahontas later married John Rolfe and went with him to England to be received at court. She had her portrait painted in the ruffled and trussed European court dress, transformed at least in costume from an Indian maiden into an English aristocrat. According to Ben Jonson, Pocahontas also became fond of London taverns. She died in 1617 in England, far from her American origins, at age twenty-one.
The many editions of John Smith’s writings are one of the special strengths of Princeton’s Grenville Kane Collection. All are enhanced by his engraved map of New England and by original armorial bindings of the period. John Barl’s engraved title page for Smith’s *The Generall Historie* is a highly detailed example of much said in little space. The historiated border displays the three successive monarchs of England who ruled over early seventeenth-century North America. In oval miniatures we discover Elizabeth Regina superimposed on her territory of “Ould Virginia,” King James I shown on “Virginia now planted” (Raleigh’s Virginia of 1607), and King Charles (later editions have Charles Rex with a crown added) on a miniature map of New England. Other engraved details include several tiny scenes based on John White’s famous early drawings, and the coats of arms of Virginia and the Bermuda colony (“the Summer Isles”). The wording of the title itself is equally obsessive in its determinative to mention every aspect of the abundant information contained in the six sections of this compendium of Smith’s several books. Also found in one Princeton copy, which was beautifully bound for Charles I, are complimentary verses by contemporary poets such as John Donne, and the extra-illustration of Pocahontas already described. The book is a complex but wonderful first recapitulation, through European eyes, of early American colonial history.
In the summer of 1638, Joseph Glover, a prosperous English Puritan minister, embarked for America with his wife, five children, and servants. Glover, a man of extraordinary vision, took with him a newly purchased printing press and a supply of ink, paper, and foundry type. Glover died in passage, but an enterprising fellow-passenger, a locksmith named Stephen Day (or Dye) and his son Matthew, worked with Glover’s widow to establish the first North American printing press at Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1639. It was less than ten years after the Massachusetts Bay Colony itself had been founded; along with the establishment of the first College Library at Harvard in 1638, the press represented early recognition of intellectual independence in the New World.

According to John Winthrop’s manuscript journal, the first printing of the Cambridge press was the Almanack, Calculated for New England, followed by the celebrated “Freeman’s Oath.” No copies of either survive. The third work was far more ambitious: The Whole Book of Psalms Faithfully Translated into English Meter. Matthew Day produced 1,700 copies of this first book printed in British America. Only eleven copies have survived, making it much more rare than the first European printed book, the Gutenberg Bible. The “Bay Psalm Book” does not share any of the splendid qualities of Gutenberg’s work; instead, it reveals Stephen and Matthew Day’s lack of training in the printer’s craft. This was probably of little concern to the Puritans. “To make life more beautiful was not the motive which led to the settlement of New England. . . . The typography of [the Cambridge Press] was as unattractive and cruder as the matter which it (perhaps fittingly) ensured.” *Extraordinary strength of purpose, however, and its place as the first book printed in British North America, give the Bay Psalm Book its own great historical importance.*
1661–1663

The press at Cambridge continued through two decades of religious publication. Its efforts culminated in 1663 with the printing of 1,500 copies of a book known as the “Eliot Indian Bible.” This monumental task was undertaken by John Eliot, a Puritan preacher of the Bay Colony, and only extreme missionary zeal could have made him persevere. Eliot, supported by the “Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in New England,” finished translating the Bible into the Algonquin language by 1653. Two heroically dedicated printers, Samuel Green and Marmaduke Johnson, were able to complete printing the New Testament in 1661, and the Old Testament in 1663.

The Scheide Library at Princeton is rich in early American imprints, and particularly in the works of John Eliot. It includes Eliot’s Indian Grammar (1666) and the eleven “Indian Tracts,” all of the greatest rarity.

1663

Printing a book in a totally strange language was a truly arduous piece of work for two of our earliest printers. Fortunately, John Eliot, after translating the text, did convert at least one Indian not only to the faith, but to the art of printing as well. This Indian youth did much to assist Samuel Green and Marmaduke Johnson in the printing of this first American Bible. He was named James the printer, or James Printer, by his mentor John Eliot, and became our first native-born craftsman. There is a possibility that James Printer tried his hand at binding as well as printing. Among the extraordinary Eliot imprints in the Scheide Library is a crudely bound copy of the second edition of it 1659 that may be the binding effort of James Printer himself.*

Mr. Richard Mather.


1670

The first print made in North America is this portrait, cut in wood by our first Americans-born printmaker, John Foster. Like so many painters of primitives in early America, Foster presents a three-quarter view of his subject looking at us with an honest confrontational stare. The subject of the woodcut portrait is Richard Mather who, with John Elliot and Thomas Weld, prepared the Bay Psalm Book and wrote its preface. In one hand Mather holds his spectacles, in the other the book which seems to be in size and typography the Bay Psalm Book itself.

While technically crude, the woodcut portrait has a strong graphic effect that evidently pleased the young Foster, for he went on to create in 1677 the first map made in America, again cut in wood, but with far more technical expertise.

19

Increase Mather, The Wicked Mass Portion, or A Sermon.... Boston, 1675. The Scholastic Library.

1675

John Foster must have become increasingly pleased and preoccupied with the possibilities of printing in America. By 1675 he had acquired his own press and typefaces from Marmaduke Johnson in Cambridge, and established himself on the other side of the Charles River to create the first printing office in Boston. The first book he printed was Increase Mather's The Wicked Mass Portion, a book full of the dark tone of sin and damnation that haunts so much of the printing of Puritan New England. The Puritan clergy, like their forebears in fifteenth-century Europe, were quick to recognize the power of print for religious conversion, and the incunabula of the first fifty years of printing in British America are dominated by dogmatic religious texts.
The first president of Harvard College, Henry Dunster, had his small ornament-fringed bookplate printed in England in 1629. Dunster's book label was imitated for other book collections in Cambridge, Massachusetts, as early as 1652. Printed on the same press that had produced the Bay Psalm Book in 1640, it is the earliest known American bookplate.*

In recent years a similar book label of the seventeenth century was discovered in a book in the open stacks of the Princeton University Library. Dated June 1675, this small scrap of paper is a unique dated record of printed ephemera, also perhaps from the Cambridge press, as well as an evocative association copy of John Cotton, a book-collecting classmate of Cotton Mather.**


1677

The second known woodcut by John Foster is more truly intended as a book illustration, and carries the proud printed title "Map of New-England, Being the first that ever was here cut." It was the first map of any kind to be printed in North America, and begins American-made cartography. Since it is a clear-cut elucidation of the text by Hubbard it must also be seen as the beginning of book illustration in our country.

Another version of this rare woodcut map is known as the "Wine Hills Map" because of an error in the London edition of 1857; it is in the Grenville Kane Collection's copy of Hubbard's work, also at Princeton.
Abraham in Arms; or, The First Religious General with His Army Engaging in a War... Boston, 1698. Graphic Arts, The Sinclair Hamilton Collection.
(detail, enlarged)

1678

This woodcut vignette, with its traditional strap-work and trumpet-blowing cherubs, is very much in the style of European baroque book decoration. It may have been imported by John Foster for use in his printing, but James Thomas Flexner, in his *First Flowers of Our Wilderness* (1947), believes it to be Foster’s own work, and even describes it as possibly his trademark. The inclusion in the center cameo of a monstrosely skeleton at royal ease on his coffin gives a true New England gravestone touch to the cut.

1680

More certainly from John Foster’s hand is the woodcut used in his printing of official broadsides of Massachusetts. It is also the earliest picture of an Indian printed in America and shows an open-armed, friendly native with bow and arrow, saying on the ribbon that issues from his mouth, “Come over and help.”

John Foster, our first American printer, mapmaker, and book illustrator, died in 1684, a fact recorded in the *Annals of Dorchester*, where we also learn that John Foster was a “Schoolmaster of Dorchester, and he that made the then Seal or Arms of Ye Colony, namely an Indian with a bow and arrow.”
While the earliest American prints and printing were finding their first primitive expression in New England, exploration and discovery continued into the vast, still unknown continent to the West. The most spectacular of American natural wonders, Niagara Falls, was discovered in 1678 by a French travelling friar, Louis Hennepin, and subsequently described by him in 1697. Truly thrilled, Hennepin wrote of "a vast prodigious Cadence of Water which falls down after a surprising and astonishing manner, insomuch that the Universe does not afford its parallel." Others would be equally enthralled, and Niagara Falls became a theme of religious experience for many writers and artists in America of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. To Europeans, this vast cataract must have presented overwhelming evidence that America was a terrifying unknown, full of wild scenery, and as far from the gentility of home as anyone could imagine.
Described by Sinclair Hamilton as “probably the first ornamental American bookplate,” this Thomas Smith ex libris, with its woodcut border bouquet of Tudor roses and thistles, is an almost spriglike emergence from the dark solitude of earlier Puritan typography. It is a rare early bloom of a new printers’ garden of ornament that would eventually bring European rococo book decoration to American printing.

The title-page portrait is of Queen Anne, and is the first woodcut to appear in an American eighteenth-century book. Earlier New England primers must have had similar small woodcuts, but none of these has survived. The portrait also appears to be a naive but careful copy in wood of a European copper engraving, including all the cartouche border conventions so characteristic of European baroque prints.
A Dying Father’s Last Legacy to an Only Child: Of Mr. Hugh Peter’s Advice to His Daughter.


John Bunyan, Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners... Boston, 1729. Graphic Arts, The Sinclair Hamilton Collection.

Not surprisingly, John Bunyan was a favorite author among Puritan New Englanders. His Pilgrim’s Progress was printed in America as early as 1681, and remained in print in constant new editions throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Princeton’s Sinclair Hamilton Collection alone includes illustrated editions of 1729, 1791, 1793, 1794, 1800, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1817, 1818, 1819, 1837, 1849, and 1853, demonstrating this book’s seemingly indestructible appeal to an American reading public preoccupied with sin and salvation. The woodcut portrait of Bunyan is thought to have appeared as early as 1717, and may well be the work of James Franklin.*

The printer James Franklin may have made the woodcut frontispiece for this first American edition of James Hodder's classic English textbook on arithmetic, first printed in London in 1661. Below the attractively primitive rendering of the author's portrait is a typical set of English rhymes by Hodder, entitling the reader into the book. The lines are set in an ornate typeface known as "swash italic," very unusual for such an early American printing. Since Benjamin Franklin was an apprentice in his older brother's shop at this time, it is tempting to think he may have set the type, and that his later strong interest in such ingenious calligraphic types may have been aroused by his work on this book.

Catesby's Natural History of Carolina is among the first delineations of American plants and animals since the seventeenth-century watercolor studies done by Jacques Le Moyne de Morgues and John White. It was published in London in parts from 1731 to 1743 following Catesby's extensive travels in Virginia and Carolina. After his return to England, Catesby took lessons in drawing and etching, so that he was able to delineate and engrave the 230 plates of his ambitious work himself. Another indication of his tireless devotion to this book is that the first two editions were completely hand-coloured by Catesby himself.
This is a rare early printed view of New York from the New Jersey side of the Hudson River. The landmark steeple of Trinity Church is clearly visible on the left, one of the very few survivors of early New York in present-day Manhattan. The composition seems to be based on an earlier view of Fort George by William Burgis. Both prints have as a prominent foreground feature a proud British man-of-war in full sail with all cannons blazing away. Union Jacks fly on both ships and above the port, giving a strong British colonial stamp to this early view of New York.
The Progress of Sin, or Travels of Ungodliness.

Wherein, the Pedigree, Rise (or Original), Progress, Staggers, and Nature, are presented. Wherein Sin is fully delivered to the Spirit and Soul.

ALLEGRO:
Together with the great Vicissitudes he has endured, and a Vindication, how he has been drawn to England by the Quarterly D. S. M., in all his Travels, from the Beginning of the World to the Day of Judgment.

As for the Maers of the Appearance, Appearance, View, and the Appearance, and the Appearance.


The Progress of Sin, or Travels of Ungodliness. 1744. Boston, Graphic Arts, The Sinclair Hamilton Collection.

1744

Puritan morality was still strong in 1744. The Progress of Sin, or Travels of Ungodliness seen here includes a baleful portrait of the author as well as a full-page woodcut of Zion, the City of God, and its faces, including the Pope, the Emperor of Turkey, and an army of women of the City of Sensuality with "spotted faces, naked breasts and shoulders," described by Sinclair Hamilton as "a bevy of ladies in most deformed costumes."
Primitive woodcuts prevail into the 1740s in the work of James Turner. Isaiah Thomas, the most important printer of the 1770s in New England, regarded Turner as the best picture engraver in the colonies. Turner favored type metal over wood and created miniature but visually strong cuts that were used as mastheads for two of Boston's earliest periodicals, the American Magazine and the Boston Gazette. Turner's naive but appealing cuts give us one of our earliest printed glimpses of Boston as well as what appears to be a colonial Boston newsboy peddling the Gazette.

The Boston American Magazine was highly praised by its readers for the quality of its printing. In 1746 Jonathan Edwards requested its printers, Rogers and Fowle, to print the sermons of Dr. Isaac Watts. The frontispiece was engraved for the American Magazine by James Turner, and is the first signed and dated copperplate portrait engraving in this country. Turner copied an earlier English engraving after a painting by Thomas Emmes, so that this labored image is at third hand from the original. Turner is much better in the naive but original imagery of the next book, The History of the Holy Jesus.
1749

Early American children's books present a fascinating history of their own. Beginning with the first New England primer, original sin, hell, and damnation are the main themes. Its ABC teaching of the alphabet forlornly riveted every innocent soul with:

In Adam's Fall
We sinned all.

But by the 1749 publication of The History of the Holy Jeee the Puritan's soul-saving salvation frown had softened its tone, and the several woodcuts of this book, attributed to James Turner, are diminishive but irresistibly attractive invitations to the alphabet for young readers.

1756

Primitive woodcut book illustration, like American primitive painting, offers great decorative charm. There is in such work an appealing expression of innocent wonder at the world. The pair of woodcuts that embellish this 1756 Almanack—possibly by James Turner—offer a delightful microcosm of early American town and country, encapsulating on one miniature page sun, moon, and stars, cherubim, the zodiac, two urban astronomers, and skyline towers representing city life. Below we find a happy farmer, plow and horse, clods and trees, farm house, field, fence, chattering squirrel, and bird, decoratively summing up both town and country life on one slim octavo page.
Early American primitives, in printmaking as in painting, are usually anonymous. John Foster, James Franklin, and James Turner, already described, are among the few known by name. Another figure emerges after 1750 among Philadelphia imprints: Henry Dawkins. An apprentice to James Turner, Dawkins was one of the first American printmakers to work both wood and copper. His initials appear on several woodcuts, such as this beguiling scene of an astronomer (who has his telescope backwards). Dawkins, however, became mainly known through his copperplate work for broadsheets, trade cards, and views. Long after copper-engraved prints were the standard means of illumination in Europe, primitive woodcuts were still the style for printed pictures in America. Copper-engraving, with its far more sophisticated techniques and its demand for a heavy-pressure intaglio press, remained relatively rare in American prints.

"Aula Nassovica" had already appeared as an engraving in the *New American Magazine* for March, 1760. But a far more important view was engraved in 1764 by Henry Dawkins after a drawing by William Tennant, one of the earliest Princeton students, who graduated in 1758. Dawkins' copper engraving of Princeton is one of a group of college views that reflect increasing colonial pride in the slowly emerging civilization of America. Yale was pictured first in 1749, engraved by J. Greenwood, and Harvard by Paul Revere in 1758.

Henry Dawkins left Philadelphia for work in New York, where he succumbed to the early engraver's temptation to counterfeit the paper currency. In prison, and miserable, he made a famous plea for his own death penalty. Happily, Dawkins was pardoned and lived on working as an honest engraver until 1780.
The contrast between the long European tradition and the scant American tradition in the graphic arts, particularly copper engraving, is shown in an example illustrated in London by Benjamin West, our first great expatriate painter. Engraved in London by Pierre Canot after West’s design and at almost the same time as Dawkins’ Nassau Fall, we see skillfully rendered subtleties of tonality in the light and shade, graphic conventions of crosshatching and gradation of line totally lacking in the Dawkins work. Such technical virtuosity and stylistic elegance for American subjects created a conflict of aesthetic direction for American artists well through the next century.

American scenery through European eyes is again exemplified in this early view of Passaic Falls in New Jersey. It conveys the same sense of wonder as Father Louis Hennepin’s 1657 view of Niagara Falls. Both show grand American cataracts in a primeval world. More fantasy than reality, such prints are important as foreign visions of American iconography. The technical sophistication of the engraving by Paul Sandby gives the Passaic Falls and many of the twenty-eight other folio prints of Sonoigraphia Americana a fascinating exoticism, recalling similar technical elegance of treatment in the sixteenth-century engravings of North America by Theodore de Bry.
Another plate from the *Serrographia* includes the earliest known view of King's College, now Columbia University, which was founded in 1754. The large palm tree in the foreground is not the Botanical Garden but artistic license by Howdell, who had never visited America and imagined it as a tropical paradise full of lush palms and waterfalls. Characteristically, this type of eighteenth-century view exploits the charm of European landscape engraving, which had become highly skilled but contains more style than substance. American primitives in copper engraving, such as those by Henry Dawkins and Paul Revere, are the opposite, with more concern for factual details than savviness of technique.

1768

The anglicized visions seen in the *Serrographia Americana* do not reveal the rising rebellion in the American colonies at this time. By 1766 there were already signs of revolt in bold caricatures defying the many unfair taxes imposed by the crown. In order to defend unpopular tax laws and to increase the authority of the king, British warships and redcoat troops were sent to Boston harbor. Their arrival in 1768 was engraved by the Boston silversmith and patriot, Paul Revere, in both wood and copper. The ships, “their cannon loaded,” encircled the harbor “as for a regular siege,” writes Paul Revere. Their presence was offensive to the citizens of Boston, and fueled a protest that resulted in the “horrid massacre” of March, 1770, in which British soldiers fired on and killed five townsmen.

Paul Revere, woodcut, *A Perspective View of the Town of Boston, ... and of the Landing of Troops in the Year 1768*, Boston, ca. 1768. Lent by Leonard L. Milberg, Class of 1953.
Few prints have influenced history as much as Paul Revere's engraving of the Boston Massacre of 1770. The fame of the print has obscured the fact that Revere actually plagiarized the image from a drawing of the harrowing event made by Henry Pelham, half-brother of the American artist John Singleton Copley. Revere recognized the propaganda value of the picture and "scooped" Pelham with his own crude copy, which appeared one week before Pelham's engraving. Revere's version of British soldiers firing on and killing unarmed civilians had immediate emotional impact on the public, and was an initial incendiary spark that ignited the events leading to the American Revolution.

This French copy of an English political cartoon is sharply observed European comment on the Boston Tea Party. Father Time projects his magic lantern show to four figures representing the four continents. They see with amusement the violent reaction caused by the new tea-tax in America. At the center, a tea pot explodes sending a snake, liberty cup, and pole flying. Beneath the cloud of smoke, the British lion sleeps. The caption of the English cartoon of 1774 remarks that the English "will smite themselves and will give America the means of seizing [sic] the Liberty Cup." By 1774 a congress of delegates from the colonies had met in Philadelphia in their first unified action. Two years later, in July 1776, Congress voted for independence.
Patriot printer Isaiah Thomas was in constant conflict with the royal government, and with the 1775 British occupation of Boston, he fled the city. Thomas not only helped Paul Revere move the countryside, but also fought in the battles of Lexington and Concord. Later that same month, April 1775, he set up the first press in Worcester and recommenced publication of his newspaper, the Massachusetts Spy. Isaiah Thomas as a printer would become even more influential than Benjamin Franklin. He published more than 400 works, later wrote the first and still definitive history of early American printing, and founded in 1812 the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts.

Through the combination of time, historic significance, and the peculiar aptness of their printing design, certain printed works present a visual mystique all their own. The Declaration of Independence broadside, with its well-spaced Caslon capitals, carefully chosen typography, and firm, well-inked impression, is the perfect American example of richly linked history and printed document. The pride of the printer, John Dunlap, comes through, keeping step with the powerful text. The first lines, in particular, mark a beginning in print like few others in history.
The American "Declaration of Independence" provoked immediate international response, and incidents in America were soon reported in several totally fanciful engravings created for the popular market in Europe. Among the most beguiling of these are the so-called vues d'optiques, which were meant to be seen on an optical device involving a special mirror and magnifying lens or "perspective glass." Some of the vues d'optiques, such as this one of Boston, were elaborately perforated and held up against the light to reveal lights and decorations, a forerunner in print for the first Fourth of July of illumination and fireworks.

Popular perspective views recorded additional historic events of the American war. Following John Dunlap's Philadelphia printing of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, copies were carried throughout the country, reaching Baltimore on July 9 and New York on July 10. As soon as soldiers and citizens in New York knew of the Declaration, they gathered in Bowling Green to pull down the hated symbol of British rule that stood there, the statue of George III.
1777

Wars are among the best documented events in prints and drawings, and frequently the artists fought in the battles themselves. In America, two such gifted militiamen, Ralph Earl and Amos Doolittle, recorded with eyewitness precision the first military battles of the Revolution at Lexington and Concord in 1775. Colonial painter and soldier Charles Willson Peale was at the Battle of Princeton in January, 1777, and later he made several splendid paintings as well as a rare mezzotint print of General George Washington at the battle scene. Both paintings and print clearly show Nassau Hall in the midst of battle-smoke. It was a major target, and among the best stories of the engagement is that a cannonball entered one wall of Nassau Hall and pierced the painted portrait of George II. Only the gold frame survived. It now holds the celebrated portrait of General Washington at the Battle of Princeton, presumably painted by Peale to fit the frame.

In another Peale canvas, also at Princeton and now in the University Library, the smoke of battle has cleared above Nassau Hall. Washington stands at ease in a newly-donned uniform, his legs crossed and arm akimbo. His sword now sheathed, Washington is portrayed in the relaxed confidence of victory.
1777

The death of General Mercer was the most serious American loss at the Battle of Princeton. It became the dramatic central subject of John Trumbull’s great historical painting in the rotunda of the Capitol in Washington, D.C., and a group of preparatory drawings for that painting are among the iconographic treasures of the Princeton University Library.

General Mercer was at the victory at Trenton on Christmas night, 1776. Later, on the march to Princeton on January 3, 1777, he and his troops were able to elude the British by taking a back road near what is now Mercer Street. But near the bridge at Stony Brook the British spotted them. Racing the British for higher ground, Mercer and his men were overtaken and surrounded. Mistaking Mercer for Washington, the British killed him.

The six drawings by Trumbull at Princeton reveal the artist’s preoccupation over a period of many years with illustrating the theme, and demonstrate the evolution of his design from a tentative, careful outline to the highly dramatic, freely rendered drawing shown here.*

Graphic Arts, Iconography Collection. Gift of Dean Mahany, 1912. (detail)

ca. 1777

James Peale, the younger brother of Charles Willson Peale, was also an officer under George Washington, and painted his own naïve but vivid version of the Battle of Princeton. The death of General Mercer may again be seen in the center background. One version of Charles Willson Peale’s full length portrait of Washington, the version commissioned in 1784 to hang in Nassau Hall, also shows the wounded General Mercer lying at Washington’s feet. The artist’s model for the General was Mercer’s own son, Billy, who was an apprentice in the Peale studio while the picture was being painted. A deaf mute, Billy Mercer went on to become a painter and to make his own copy of this memorable Princeton battle scene by James Peale.*


1783

A Swiss-born artist, antiquary, and lifelong collector of early American created the first printed portrait of George Washington. Pierre Eugene du Simitiére left Europe in 1787 to travel to America, where he spent the rest of his life as a devoted but frustrated chronicler of his adopted country. In 1779 he drew the profile of Washington as the first of his series of “paper medals.” Engraved in Paris by Prevost, the print became an instant popular favorite and was copied on everything from textiles to Wedgwood pottery. Du Simitiére also opened his own “American Museum” in Philadelphia three years before Peale’s much more famous establishment. Both of du Simitiére’s fervent endeavors, however, were financial disasters, and despite his lifelong efforts, he died a forgotten man in 1784.


... ca. 1783 ...

Following the war, the Continental Congress sent Benjamin Franklin to Paris as American minister to France. French sympathy for American independence became a love affair; and French artists—including Fragonard, Duval, Moreau le Jeune, and Jean Baptiste Nini—made the many sophisticated engravings, drawings, and medals most familiar as Franklin imagery. Three terra cotta plaques made by Nini of B. Franklin Americain are wonderful eighteenth-century souvenirs of the great man, and show his profile first bareheaded, then with the freedom cap, and finally in the beaver fur hat that was such a particular hit with the French public.

While elegant engravings of famous Americans were being done in France, the technique of American printmakers remained comparatively primitive. Wood, not copper, was the standard medium. Many woodcut-illustrated books and prints of this period are technically unskilled, but have their own rugged charm.

James Poupard was a native of Martinique who worked in Philadelphia and New York as an actor and printmaker. This signed “transformation” toy print has cut pages through the middle of the print. When lifted, the picture is “transformed” to a griffin, a woman, a mermaid, and a final skeleton emblematic of everyman’s destination.

A wonderful Discovery of a HERMIT!
Who lived upwards of 300 Years.

Woodcut broadsides of the eighteenth century were often the tabloid news of the day. Murders and hangings were vividly recorded, as well as such best-selling items as this discovery of a 300-year-old hermit at his cave by two wary foot soldiers. A companion second broadside shows a Dr. Brako visiting the old hermit and giving him his first glass of rum. The old hermit, who “might have lived 300 years more had he not drunk that horrid draught,” dies soon afterward.
1787–1789

American copper engraving slowly began to appear as special frontispiece embellishment in such early American periodicals as the *Columbian Magazine* in Philadelphia and the *Massachusetts Magazine* in Boston. Charles Willson Peale’s delineation of Independence Hall appeared in 1787, Samuel Hill’s fine foldout engraving, “The State House in Boston,” in 1789. Since copper engraving demanded the heavy pressure of a special intaglio press, these were expensive, luxurious additions to the presswork of the time.

ORDINATION SERMON

PHILIPPIANS, I: 14.

—KNOWING THAT I AM SET FOR THE DEFENCE OF THE GOSPEL.

...U.S. three Loaves and six great loaves filled the whole of his mission, by the excellency of his doctrine and laws, and the wonderful works which he performed. He was a gentle, mild, and faithful preacher, without a man more like this men, a Christ truly borne in the belief and reality would he be there.

Graphic Arts, The Sinclair Hamilton Collection.

1789

Color printing demands special attention from the printer to solve not only technical problems of inking and register, but also difficult aesthetic decisions. Among the first printers in America to deal with these graphic design concerns was John Mycall of Newburyport, Massachusetts. Mycall adopted a French approach to his typographic style, in opposition to the English look of most early American books. He liberally used printers' fleurons and decorative headpieces in the French style, and in this rare example presents the reader with the first multicolor printing in America, appropriately enough in the Franco-American tricolor of red, white, and blue.

Graphic Arts.

1789

A stirring of new patriotic pride becomes evident in the 1780s when Joel Barlow wrote his "Vision of Columbus" that would become his famous Columbium of 1807. At about the same time, Yale's president, Timothy Dwight, was inspired to personify America as the goddess Columbia (changing the gender of Columbus). It was a symbol that gave a new pride in American history as the nation approached 1792 and the tercentenary of its discovery. The Columbian Magazine cover of 1789 illustrated an early emblem of the American eagle perched atop the globe and surrounded not only by shield, anchor, and plow, but also by the lyre and book, traditional emblems for music and learning.

1790

The Maverick family produced several of the most productive of early American engravers, with more than 2,000 engravings to their credit.* Peter Rushton Maverick, the father of the clan, taught the engraver’s trade to his two sons, Peter and Samuel, who in turn taught their several children. The elder son, Peter, became the more successful and taught Asher Durand, among many others. Peter Maverick’s first juvenile work, a wood engraving, appears here, proudly signed “P. Maverick, sc.sc. [sculptor artist], or engraved at age] 9 years.”


1790

In the same year that his nine-year-old son first appeared in print, the elder Maverick engraved the frontispiece of the first play written and performed in America, Royall Tyler’s The Contrast. Federal-period culture was becoming manifest in all the arts, particularly in Philadelphia, the new “Athens of America.” The play also asserted American independence from European culture, contrasting the well-travelled but foppish Billy Dingole with the unpolished but honorable American, Colonel Manly (played by the early American actor John Henry).
John Bartram was one of the original members of Benjamin Franklin's American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia. The Society believed, as Franklin wrote, that "the first drudgery" of settling the new colonies "was now pretty well over" and that the time had come "to cultivate the fine Arts, and improve the common stock of Knowledge." One of the first Americans to carry this philosophy forward was John Bartram's son William, who, following Mark Catesby, was one of the earliest artist-naturalists to publish drawings of American flora and fauna. William Bartram's Travels, published in Philadelphia in 1791, included several sensitive drawings by the author. The engraver well may have been James Trenchard, a close friend of Charles Wilson Peale and publisher of the Columbian Magazine.

David Rittenhouse was a Philadelphia instrument-maker and astronomer whose name is well known at Princeton for his orrery, or mechanical model of the solar system, made for the college in 1767. This beautiful scientific model is well preserved and now may be seen in Peyton Hall, the astronomy building on campus. Rittenhouse was a good example in Philadelphia of those who had been influenced by the Enlightenmen. In 1791, when he was made president of the American Philosophical Society, he sat for the portrait by Charles Wilson Peale, seen here in Edward Savage's mezzotint engraving.
Nationalism and culture also found expression in early American poetry. Two Princeton undergraduates, Philip Freneau and Hugh Henry Brackenridge, wrote a fervid poetic essay on "The Rising Glory of America," which was read at the Princeton Commencement of 1771. It included the lines "Paradise anew shall flourish, by the second Adam lost." Freneau became known as the "poet of the American Revolution." By 1795 he had settled in Monmouth, New Jersey, where he created his own press at Point Pleasant to print a collected edition of his poems. The title page shows surprising typographic sensitivity, and is dated "American Independence XIX."

From about 1793 to 1801 an English pastel artist, James Sharples, and his family were in Philadelphia and New York as travelling portrait painters. Their small, highly skilled pastel drawings became an essential part of almost every fashion-conscious household of the day, leaving us a remarkably graceful "national portrait gallery" of American citizens of the last decade of the eighteenth century. James Sharples also came to Princeton, where in 1795 he drew the new president of the College of New Jersey, Samuel Stanhope Smith, Class of 1789. Aside from this fine pastel drawing, Smith's presidency (1795–1812) is remembered not only for his major educational reforms, but also for the terrible fire of 1804 that almost destroyed Nassau Hall, and for the student riot of 1807, after which 125 of the 200 students at the College were expelled.
1790–1797

The Enlightenment in Philadelphia was given nationalistic expression by the publication of an independent American edition of the *Encyclopædia Britannica*. This American edition was completed in 1797 in 18 volumes, some 15,400 pages, and 540 engraved plates. It was printed on paper hand-made in Pennsylvania, with type cast in Philadelphia. The printer, Thomas Dobson, maintained the best typographic quality throughout, and employed most of the engravers in Philadelphia to illustrate this monument of intellectual and graphic enterprise. Dobson's achievement marked "the end of printing as a household craft and the beginning of its factory stage of development."*


1798

The earliest of many printed guides for carpenters and builders, Asher Benjamin's *The Country Builder's Assistant* is the first of seven books he published between 1797 and 1845. First issued in Greenfield, Massachusetts, in 1797, it was followed by the Worcester edition of 1798, showing the quick spread of this work throughout New England. The book also helped establish excellent and uniform Georgian taste in American architecture in the late eighteenth century. So few New England towns of the period escaped its influence that much of the pervasive New England look of the Federal period may be credited to Asher Benjamin.
Gilbert Stuart, one of the most celebrated American artists of the eighteenth century, studied in London with Benjamin West for six years. He returned to America in 1792 and a decade later he was the reigning portrait painter of his day. His fame was firmly established with three life portraits of George Washington. The most familiar of these, the Athenæum Portrait painted in 1796, has become an almost inescapable American icon, appearing—among innumerable other places—on our one-dollar bill. This William Nutter engraving after Stuart's painting is a rare English work printed in colors from the plate, and published the year before Washington's death in 1799.
William Russell Birch was an established artist and engraver in London before coming to America in 1795. Settling in Philadelphia, he soon produced the most attractive illustrated book to be created by that time in America, *The City of Philadelphia... As It Happened in the Year 1800*. Working with his gifted son Thomas, he quickly sold out the three editions that appeared in 1800, 1801, 1802, and 1807. It is the first of many series of city views that would be produced in America, and portrays a city of grace and style to rival the much older European cities of Paris and London. The population of Philadelphia had doubled since 1790, surpassing New York and Boston as the largest city in America for much of the nineteenth century.

William Russell Birch created two folio prints—one of New York and one of Philadelphia—as a special promotional advertisement for his series of Philadelphia views. The advertisement displays the artist’s pleasure in his work, saying of these two prints “[the artist]... flatters himself [they] will surpass anything of the kind yet published in this country... [and they are] intended as elegant furniture for a drawing or sitting room...” Birch’s Philadelphia view is indeed elegant, framed by the luxuriant branches of the great elm at Kensington, known as “William Penn’s Tree.” The tree, made famous by Penn’s treaty with the Indians, was destroyed in a storm a few years after Birch’s print was made.
The death of George Washington in 1799 led to an outpouring of national grief. In this engraved memorial print the figure of Liberty comforts two disconsolate visitors to his tomb, inscribed "There is Rest in Heaven." Similar sentiments inspired countless silk-stitched embroideries and other mementos mortis for the loss of the Father of the Country. The technique employed in this print, stipple engraving, uses dots rather than line to create its image, and was a recent highly fashionable development in English printmaking.


This somber view of George Washington's funeral procession was drawn and engraved as one of a series of Views of Philadelphia by William Russell Birch and first published on December 31, 1800. Many of the plates for this album were reworked by Birch, so that this 1804 second-state print has had one figure removed, a weeping mourner usually seen on the far right of this image. Burnishing and polishing the copper plate erases any lines the engraver may wish to omit, but the ghostly figure of the mourner is still faintly visible here.
The early nineteenth century produced some remarkable inventors and thinkers well-characterized as blessed with "Yankee ingenuity." The type is seen in several early self-taught printmakers, including Amos Doolittle and Abel Buell of Connecticut, and Jonathan Fisher of Maine. The versatile Fisher was a Harvard graduate, then a celebrated minister in Blue Hill, Maine, where he was also well known as a poet, linguist, farmer, furniture maker, printer on his own press, bowler, and engraver on wood. This small religious tract is the first signed and dated book printed, bound, and illustrated by Fisher (see also 1807).

1804

Called the father of wood engraving in America, Alexander Anderson was the first printmaker to adopt a technique newly developed by Thomas Bewick in England: the engraving in white line on end-grain wood, rather than the relatively crude cutting on the cross grain, a technique used throughout the world for woodcut pictures before Bewick's invention. In 1804 Anderson demonstrated his devotion to Bewick by printing an American edition of Bewick's A General History of Quadrupeds (Newcastle upon Tyne, 1790) with his own re-engraved blocks, and "astonishing American animals not hitherto described." Anderson's influence in the continuation of a strong English look to American book illustration was pervasive, since he lived throughout most of the century and taught several other important engravers to work in the English Bewick style, including Garrett Laming, John Hall, and William Morgan.
Early nineteenth-century travellers to America from abroad often kept diaries which, at their best, are illustrated with drawings descriptive of the local scenery. Such travel sketches have a long tradition extending back to Jacques Le Moyne and John White, and continued early in the nineteenth century by such observers as the Baroness Anne Marguerite Hyde de Neuville, Pavel Bilibin, and William Constable. Constable was a Scotsman who toured the United States in 1806 making many delicate watercolors of what he saw. At Trenton, New Jersey, he drew "Bridge on the Delaware," and near Lake Erie in Pennsylvania he painted "The Mill at Parkman Town." Such water-mills were long an essential part of the economy, particularly in the papermaking industry, and were an integral part of the early nineteenth-century American industrial scene.

1806

Chiefly remembered for inventing an early diving boat called Nautilus and a highly successful steamboat he called the Clermont, Robert Fulton was a professional painter of miniatures and portraits for many years before he turned to engineering. He resided in England from 1786 until he returned to New York in 1806. In that year this intimate little scene was painted, and it is tempting to think of it as autobiographical, and that the admiring swain might even be a self-portrait.
1807

Although he never visited Princeton, self-taught artist Jonathan Fisher seems to have been so impressed with Nassau Hall that he created a large and truly remarkable oil painting of the architectural centerpiece of the College of New Jersey. He must have seen or purchased a copy of the 1764 engraving by Henry Dawkins, for it is a direct copy of that print. A painting copied from a print is a reversal of the usual painter-engraver roles, and Fisher's painting turns Dawkins' awkward design into a far more generous artistic statement.

1808

A new class-conscious society in New York City began to express itself in such books as this manual on how to be a professional snob. It is full of sharply satirical advice: "The word 'Sir,' with an appropriate intonation of the voice, has a wonderful effect to chill the forward and importunate and may be said when accompanied by a rigid inclination of the head...to amount to a 'dead cut.'" Alexander Anderson provided the wood engraving for the book's frontispiece (see also 1804).
The unusual number of profile portraits of early Americans was partly the result of the fashion of the time, but in larger part it was a matter of practicality. Capturing a likeness is far simpler in a profile, and for Saint-Mémin even mechanized through the use of an invention called the physionoptograph. This contrivance actually traced the sitter's profile onto a screen, which was then miniautized by pantograph and "finished" by the artist. Saint-Mémin was particularly adept at the finishing details, giving marvelous life to the otherwise contrived image. He offered an attractive package to his clients, including a life-sized drawing on pink paper, framed in his own gold and black design, the miniautized engraved plate, and an edition of prints pulled from the plate.
The recognition of indigenous species, particularly for American birds, became far better developed in the early nineteenth century. American natural history books had been written in the eighteenth century with such titles as The American Grave (1751), Mark Catesby's Natural History (1731), and William Bartram's Travels (1791). But a far more systematically inclusive American ornithology was created by a Scotsman who emigrated to America in 1794, Alexander Wilson. Influenced by Bartram, Wilson completed a series of drawings which were engraved by another Scottish immigrant in Philadelphia, Alexander Lawson. Published as a multi-volume series between 1808 and 1814, the work was internationally recognized as the definitive American ornithology until 1827, when Audubon's artistically triumphant Birds of America appeared.

James Glennie was a Scotsman and a pioneer artist-traveler who sailed on the ship Thomas Pennus on September 24, arriving in America on November 15, 1810. He painted several lively watercolors during the passage aboard the Pennus. After landing in Philadelphia, he travelled the Delaware River Road to Trenton, then to Princeton, New Brunswick, and New York which he found very much like a European city. He also toured the southern states and Washington, D.C., and met President Madison and his wife Dolley. He writes, "Mr. Madison appears to be a quiet man and in figure is quite diminutive, with an emaciated countenance. His lady is a jolly, sensible and pleasant woman. Considerably taller than her husband and what he wants in color she has."

The Glennie manuscript is full of the traveller's own watercolors and presents an incomparable recreation in word and image of life in America in 1810.
The first American printed herbal and the first American book with color-printed plates is Bigelow's *American Medical Botany*. Since color is such an essential part of the description of plants, Bigelow was determined to present it as effectively as possible. Dissatisfied with hand-coloring, which was used for some of the first engraved plates for volume one, Bigelow's engravers, William Annin and George Smith, apparently turned to a color printing technique developed in France at this time, daubing colored inks à la poignée on the aquatint engraved copper to achieve strong color effects. A recent study of Bigelow's work, however, claims that the color plates are experiments in color lithography. Since lithography in 1817 was still in its infancy, this idea seems beyond the technical capability of the period.

New picture-printing techniques were very much in vogue in Philadelphia during the first decades of the nineteenth century. Lithography had been introduced by Beauvais in Philadelphia in 1819, aquatint quickly followed in Joshua Shaw’s portfolio of 1820, and the first Philadelphia daguerreotype, made by Joseph Saxton, introduced the photographic art to America in the same year as its discovery in France, 1839. Shaw’s *Pictoresque Views* were the first important aquatints of American scenery, and began a strong phase of American landscape rendering in the brilliant tonal technique of aquatint engraving.

Both the new lithography and aquatint broke free of the pure line limitations of the woodcut and copper engraved prints seen in America up to this time. Aquatint engraving, developed in Europe in the eighteenth century, subjected the design on the copperplate to several successive etching “bites” in an acid bath, giving the image varying tonalities shade by shade, from the palest of grays to darkest black. The result is a lustrous tonality equal to the gradations of watercolor itself. Much favored in England, aquatint quickly found a new market in America through the masterful work of John Hill.
John Hill was one of several English engravers and artists who found a new home in America. Hill had learned the complexities of aquatint engraving in London before he arrived in this country in 1816. He engraved Shaw's *Picturesque Views* in Philadelphia in 1820 and immediately proceeded to create his masterpiece, *The Hudson River Portfolio*, which was issued in parts from 1820 to 1825.

Hill sent for his family in 1819 and settled in New York City from 1822 to 1836. He was the father of the important landscape painter John William Hill and grandfather of landscape painter and etcher John Henry Hill.

The international spread of aquatint as a print medium is seen in Sweden as early as 1824. Axel Klöckowström visited America in 1814, and in his travels painted a number of beautifully observed watercolors of the American scene. Returning to Sweden, he had many of them published in aquatint engravings, including this early view of Broadway and City Hall. Despite the elegance of the scene, pigs are still seen running free along the street.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

- 1824 -

American art and science merged in natural-history book illustration of the 1820s, when two classics of American natural science appeared: Thomas Say’s American Entomology in 1824, and John James Audubon’s great Birds of America in 1827. Say was curator of the American Philosophical Society and Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, professor of natural history in the University of Pennsylvania, and of zoology in the Philadelphia Museum. The Charles Wilson Peale family also joined art and science, opening to the public its famous and successful Peale Museum of Natural History, and one of the sons, Titian Peale, did many illustrations for Say’s Entomology.


1827 -

One of the greatest of all color plate books, The Birds of America, was the result of creative collaboration between its American artist, John James Audubon, and its skilled English engraver, Robert Havell, Jr. Rarely have artistic imagination, scientific observation, and technical execution been better wed in one grand enterprise. Published in an elephant folio edition to maintain the life-size scale of all birds, the work was issued in parts between 1827 and 1838, and far surpassed the earlier relatively awkward ornithological plates of Alexander Wilson. It is the American illustrated book now most celebrated by critical and popular esteem throughout the world, due in part to widespread reproduction of its superlative aquatint engravings and several later editions in smaller format.
PROGRESSIVE
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Baltimore
Published by Chamberlaine & Son.

1827


The great aquatint color-plate books of the 1820s, including such masterworks as the Hudson River Portfolio and the Birds of America, led inevitably to a strongly increased cultural awareness not only of American flora and fauna, but also of American scenery as a proper and patriotic subject for students and amateurs of art. The first important American manual on how to draw and watercolor landscapes was published in 1827. The plates were engraved in aquatint by John Hill after the drawings of John Latrobe, who was the son of Washington architect Benjamin Latrobe. The young Latrobe also journeyed through the South to create a beautiful series of small watercolors as a travel diary.


Scenic wallpapers became the height of fashion in the Federal period. Imported from France, paper-paint mural scenes, printed by hand from woodcut blocks in many colors, were to be seen in affluent American homes from Virginia to New England. A fine example is the "Monuments of Paris" pattern, originally presented by Dufour of Paris in 1815; it may be seen on the walls of the Richmond Room in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. In the same cosmopolitan fashion, another Parisian firm, Zuber et Cie., published a series called "American Scenery" that must have included this pastoral view of Boston.
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Jacques-Gerard Milbert was a remarkable French scholar, engineer, and artist who came to the United States in 1815 and remained for eight years. His fascination with American natural history led him to collect more than 7,000 American shells, plants, feathers, and minerals which are now in the Museum of Natural History in Paris. He also was a masterful draftsman, and fifty-four of his American drawings were issued in lithographs in the folio volume *Itinéraire pittoresque du Fleuve Hudson*. The book is a "true French vision of America," printed in Paris with the advanced skill of French lithographers of this period.

Another fine French vision of nineteenth-century America may be seen in the aquatint scenery of Ambrose Garneray. Although Garneray never came to America, he made several splendid aquatint views of American ports, including Baltimore, Boston, New York, New Orleans, and Philadelphia. He must have seen and copied the Milbert lithograph to compose his view of New York from Weehawken. The serene landscape offers almost unbelievable contrast to present day Manhattan. Near where the couple ambles by is now the gaping entrance to the roaring Holland Tunnel; where church spires catch the sun are now the shadowed canyons of Wall Street and the World Trade Center.
The English artist and engraver William James Bennett arrived in New York in 1824, where he met Henry J. Meggery. Under Meggery's enterprising patronage, Bennett published his first American aquatints of New York City street-scenes. In 1829, Bennett travelled to Niagara Falls, where he painted for Meggery two views of the falls. These early Bennett prints began a long series of American views unequalled for their romantic vision since the *Hudson River Portfolio*.

In addition to the pair of Hill-Bennett views, Bennett himself engraved two other views of Niagara Falls in 1830, both taken from Goat Island. The brilliance of these two later landscapes must have helped his election to the American Academy of De-
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*Chas. F. Dick. William James Bennett, Master of the Aquatint Vase (New York, 1890).
Thomas Doughty, who would become one of the leaders of the Hudson River School of landscape painting, published with his brother John this first color-illustrated sporting book about America. Many of the lithographs are signed as the work of Cephas G. Childs, who helped pioneer the first important lithographic printing firm in Philadelphia, Pendleton, Kearny and Childs. Cephas Childs was the driving force of the firm, which soon gave Philadelphia the lead in the emerging graphic arts industry of lithography. *Albert Newsam, a highly gifted deaf mute who became one of Philadelphia's best lithographers, was Childs' student, and Peter Duval, who helped pioneer color lithography, was Childs' later partner.


1832

Karl Bodmer was a Swiss artist and engraver who accompanied Maximilian, Prince von Wied-Neuwied, on an exploratory expedition to the United States in the years 1832–1834. Bodmer had an extraordinary eye for the scenery and Indians of the still-existing wilds of America, and created hundreds of beautifully observed watercolors and drawings. Eighty-one of these were engraved in aquatint and printed as the plates of Maximilian’s Travels in the Interior of North America, 1832–1834, which appeared in print from 1839 to 1844. Matching the high quality of Bodmer’s watercolors was a problem, and a few, now very rare, copies, including the one at Princeton, were printed experimentally in colored inks.

... 1832...

Rudolf Ackermann, the London publisher of the Maximilian Travels, turned to full hand-coloring of the Bodmer plates for better effect. One of the vignettes was an engraved aquatint by Charles Vogel after Bodmer showing the Bordentown, New Jersey, garden of Joseph Bonaparte, Napoleon’s elder brother. The Maximilian-Bodmer Travels, like Audubon’s Birds of America, is among the finest color-plate books ever published, and a splendid example of the collaborative efforts of artist, engraver, colorist, and printer.
Transportation in America was still primitive in the 1830s, but a growing sense of excitement in travel may be seen in such boldly printed broadsides as this earlyposter, with its flying horses and elegant coach. The new Erie Canal, with canal boat and canal locks, may be seen in the background. The bold typefaces are the latest word in English typographic fashion, and were increasingly imported for early American advertising. Carved in wood, such typefaces became progressively more over-weighted and over-embellished with each passing decade until their riotous climax in Victorian circus posters of the 1880s.

1834

Vigorous woodcut broadsides announced time and place of departure of boats and included some of the best wood-engraved images of the period. Abel Bowen was particularly adept at proud, graphically energized cuts of ships in full sail or puffing steam. He was also a prolific book illustrator. There are some twenty-seven of his books in the Sinclair Hamilton Collection at Princeton. Travel in these years included not only steamboat and stage coach, but also the beginning of the railroad. The first successful run of an American steam locomotive was made in August of 1830 aboard Peter Cooper's "Tom Thumb."

1834

Born and raised in New Jersey, Asher Durand became one of the great painters of the Hudson River School of landscape painting. Early in his remarkable career, this New Jersey native left the farm to be apprenticed to the engraving trade in New York. By age twenty-four, Durand was among the most successful producers of banknote vignettes and special plates for the new "gift book annu- als," the two uses of copperplate engraving most in demand. The "Annuals" were first imported to America from England in 1824 and prospered through most of the century as fancy purveyors of culture combined with sentiment.

1835

Durand soon became the leading engraver on copper of the day, and was responsible for significant innovations both technical and aesthetic. He replaced copper with steel for the printing plate, and introduced the now familiar iconography of allegorical modes into bank note engraving. Related to this early use of engraved modes is Durand's surprising purchase of the most celebrated early American painting of a nude, John Vanderlyn's Ariadne. Durand proceeded to make his own masterful engraved reproduction, which James Flexner finds more aesthetically complete than the Vanderlyn original.* It is by far the most ambitious and beautifully realized pure line engraving by an American up to this time.

Charles Bird King began his career as a portrait painter, and studied, like all the best Americans, with Benjamin West in London. Returning to America, he began a series of formal portraits of Indians. His Indian Gallery in Philadelphia caught the interest of a publisher, Frederick Greenough, who hired lithographers George Lehman and Peter Duval to transfer King’s paintings to stone. In 1838, another lithographer, John T. Bowen, was brought in to complete the work. Bowen’s lithograph of Se-Quo-Yah is especially interesting because it shows an educated and civilized Indian who invented a written Cherokee alphabet. He wears the peace medal given him by the President. Since most of King’s original paintings were destroyed by fire at the Smithsonian in 1865, these lithographs are an invaluable record of a noble American race as they were in the 1830s.


The series of color lithographs of Indians, begun by George Lehman and Peter Duval, was completed by an outstanding colorist and lithographer, John T. Bowen, who moved from New York to Philadelphia in 1838 to work on the project. The History of the Indian Tribes series established Bowen’s reputation as the best printmaker in the nation, and the completed volumes were hailed as “one of the largest and most splendid works which the literature and arts of the country has ever produced.”

* Saturday Courier, Philadelphia, 24 November 1848.
1836

Halfway between New York and Philadelphia, Princeton always enjoyed a position as a main stop for the stage coach as well as the canal boat and the railroad. Completion of the Delaware and Raritan canal in 1834 meant great changes in New Jersey, and was the precursor of ever faster transport in this part of the country. The railroad soon followed. This 1836 Princeton imprint by John Bogart shows wood-engraved vignettes of both the horse-drawn canal boat and the early steam engine. The "Daedalus" engine was soon pulling stage-coach shaped cars at seemingly breathtaking speed through New Brunswick, Princeton, and Trenton. The same juxtaposition of canal and train is seen in Augustus Köllner's later watercolor of the Delaware River (see 1844).

1837

This modest little book is by William Dunlap, author of the first important history of American art. In this 1837 history of New York, Dunlap was able to obtain illustrations by two of the best artists of the day. Based on the designs of William Sidney Mount, one of the most original of all painters of the American scene, the engraver Joseph Alexander Adams created for Dunlap illustrations technically surpassing most work done to this date in wood. Adams' handling of pure line to express the chiaroscuro of full light and shade in this rural image is a small tour de force, predating similar effects in the much later prints after Winslow Homer.

1837

Trained as an actor, Johnston turned from a career on the stage to become one of the most popular illustrators of his time. He was fond of graphic tricks, and made several caricature “metamorphoses” cards that changed in delightfully upstart ways to ridicule political and social figures of the day. He called himself “Strait Shanks” and became well-known as the “American Cruikshank.” He was fully as versatile, if not as prolific, as his English counterpart, George Cruikshank, and worked equally well in watercolor, lithography, etching and wood engraving.

1837

Alexander Jackson Davis is mainly remembered as a dominant early force in American architecture, but he began his career as a draftsman and lithographer. His *Rural Residences* of 1837 presents prospective clients with drawings of his house designs, most of them humbly set in the American landscape. His “Residence in the English Collegiate Style,” however, is more evocative of early medieval English castles and presents a strong new taste for Gothic revival in America. *Rural Residences* is printed with both early John Pendleton lithography and a fine cover vignette, also of a Gothic villa, by Samuel F.B. Morse.
Similar to Jonathan Fisher in Blue Hill, Maine, for its naive but inspired work, the print shop of Gustave Peters in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, was a remarkable outpost of early American printing on the handpress. This German immigrant printer created as early as 1825 several impeccable little books for German-speaking children that contain woodcut pictures printed entirely in color. Gustave Peters is the earliest known color printer of such pictures in America.*

1840

Certain wood engravers of the nineteenth century seem indefatigable. One was Alexander Anderson, "the father of American wood engraving," another was John Warner Barber, nicknamed "the picture preacher." Among hundreds of books illustrated by Barber, well described by Sinclair Hamilton as "earnest but uninspired," at least one stands out for inspiring his passion. This book is an account of the rebellion on the slave ship Amistad in 1839, and the subsequent capture and trial of the slaves and their leader, Cinqué, in New Haven. Barber's lurid picture of the uprising subtly contradicts the more fair-minded text defending the mutiny.

1840

English artist William Bartlett made four visits to the United States, touring the country to make his carefully detailed drawings that would be engraved for a popular illustrated travel guide, N. P. Willis' American Scenery. Wilderness is supplanted by the picturesque, and there is more English pastoral imagery to these pictures than recognizable American terrain. It is an example of a newly popular genre, the "annual gift book," prettily hand-colored and bound up in a heavy gilt and ornamented binding. The Bartlett views present an anglicized vision of the American scene very different from the rugged woodcuts of John Warner Barber.
George Harvey came to America from England as an already well-established watercolor painter. At his new home in Hastings-on-Hudson, he was a neighbor of Washington Irving, and he designed for him the charming house on the Hudson that became known as "Sunnyside." Harvey was fascinated by the changing effects of light on the American landscape, both during the day and through the seasons. He painted some forty of his inimitable water colors, which he planned to publish as *Harvey's American Scenery*, showing the atmospheric and lighting changes he observed throughout the year. Sadly, financial problems thwarted the project, and only four paintings, one for each season, were engraved in aquatint by William James Bennett and published in portfolio in 1841.

The triumph of John James Audubon's *Birds of America* led inevitably to the idea of another great American natural history book about the animals of North America. From about 1835 Audubon was assisted by the American naturalist, John Bachman, and eventually by his own sons John and Victor, in this new project. He also had an American lithographer, John T. Bowen (see 1836-1838), to draw the plates on stone. The *Viviparous Quadrupeds of North America* (1845-1854) was produced in Philadelphia, rather than in England, thus creating a far more truly American production than *Birds of America* had been. Princeton's extensive Audubon holdings include two fine watercolor studies of the striped ground squirrel that were combined for Plate 24 of the *Quadrupeds*. 
The illustration of North America naturally embraced not only scenery and indigenous species of plants and animals, but also the products of the land. One of the first of many illustrated works devoted to American fruits and flowers was the *Orchardist's Companion*, "embellished with richly colored designs of the natural size, painted from the actual fruits when in their finest condition." The lithographer of the richly rendered plates was Alfred Holly, who worked in Philadelphia until after 1860, when he published his definitive apple book, *The North American Pomologist*. Both these works were examples of a whole new genre of nurserymen's and gardeners' seed catalogues illustrated with American produce.

---

**1843**

Cookbooks are a good indicator of a civilized society, and America had many of these essential books for the kitchen. The first was published as early as 1796, and many almanacs for the following years of the nineteenth century included household and cooking wisdom. This 1843 housekeeper's almanac is full of perennial good advice, and has as cover a woodcut of a bountiful, larder-laden kitchen.
While travelling with Captain William Drummond Stewart on an expedition into the Rocky Mountains, Alfred Jacob Miller was able to create about a hundred watercolor sketches of Indian life. The leader of the expedition, Captain Stewart, is portrayed here on his white horse, communicating in sign language to an Indian guide. Sketched originally from direct observation, Miller later redrew and elaborated the drawings in his Baltimore studio from 1840–1845. Such studio reworking of his on-the-spot sketches may account for the idyllic, somewhat romantic cast of Miller's best-known work.

Portrayals of the American Indian from Theodore de Bry to Alfred Jacob Miller continued to display a romantic image that was difficult to dispel. Karl Bodmer (1832) and Charles Bird King (1836) had presented Indian faces with far greater truth, but George Catlin now injected an almost harsh realism into his drawings and lithographs. Travelling to the West in 1830, he began his lifetime occupation of painting the Indians and their already vanishing customs. By 1844, he published his *North American Indian Portfolio*, drawing with some bitterness the easy corrupting influence of liquor and white men's ways on an Indian chief after a visit to Washington.
By the 1840s artists in Europe had found far more historically significant uses for lithography. Following the aquatint travel-book tradition, a series of landmark travel and discovery folios illustrated by lithography were published in London, among them this monumental pictorial work on ancient American ruins in Mexico, Frederick Catherwood's "Vistas of Ancient Monuments." This great work represents Catherwood's brilliantly expanded illustration of John L. Stephens' two-volume *Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas and the Yucatan," and includes his personally colored lithographs of the drawings and watercolors he made on the journey with Stephens in the autumn of 1841. By 1844, Catherwood published a folio volume of his beautifully detailed lithographs, which have become a fundamental source for the study of Mayan civilization.

The illustration of news events soon became an essential role of the lithographer. Young Nathaniel Currier issued within weeks his prints of the USS *Princeton* and the disastrous explosion of Commander Robert Stockton's newly designed cannon, the "Peace-Maker," during its inspection by President Tyler and his cabinet. Many men were killed, including members of the cabinet, but Tyler escaped injury. Currier joined forces in 1857 with another lithographer, James M. Ives. Together they would create a new print industry combining pictorial journalism and popular imagery in "prints for the people."
Among the many ambitious projects of John Warner Barber were his “Historical Collections” which included his wood-engraved illustrations and written history of nearly every town in Connecticut (1836), Massachusetts (1839), New York (1841), New Jersey (1844), and Virginia (1845). Dressed in top hat and cape, Barber traveled through New England and Virginia, patiently sketching local townships as he went. Tolerated as a character and antiquarian, he became known as the “picture preacher,” and was legendary as chronicler of his time and place (see 1839).

Peter Duval has been introduced as a lithographer of the Charles Bird King Indian atlas of 1838, but his chief claim to fame in American graphic arts is his pioneering work in full-color lithography. By 1849 he had mastered the problems of colored inks and registry to produce such miniature jewels of color printing as this “illuminated” title. The idea of medieval illumination is closely associated with early color work as part of the American Gothic revival, and early color lithographers worked in something of the same spirit as medieval illuminators. Both Duval’s work and similar color prints of the 1840s and 1850s were able to adopt with startling success two of the most difficult-to-match colors of medieval pigments, azure blue and gold. Less medieval in intent is the simultaneous emergence of color in advertising, an idea that would proliferate beyond all imagination in later decades (see 1882).
From 1841 to 1847 the number of subscribers to the American Art Union, a cultural enterprise devoted to the support of the work of living American artists, increased from 814 to 9,666. The organization, which operated as a beneficent lottery, did much to promote American art. It distributed with great success engraved prints after the best artists of the day, including Frederick Church, John F. Kensett, Jasper Cropsey, John Doughty, and many others. The New York in Siles article on the American Art Union ends with some cultural smugness: "[W]e are] fearless of being accused of partiality by any who rightly appreciate the influences of the fine arts upon the morals and refinement of mankind."

At the same time that itinerant artists such as John Warner Barber and Augustus Köllner were recording the small towns and countryside, New York City was beginning to stir as the great American cultural metropolis. This 1849 book records some of the rising problems of the big city, but it also describes the beginnings of big-city amenities. Brady's "Gallery of Daguerreotypes" is pictured at 205 Broadway, "Dag'd" by Brady, engraved by William Howland. Art, music, and the theater are all described in the text as well-established in New York and beginning to flourish.
The annexation of Texas precipitated war between Mexico and the United States in December 1845. By 1847 General Winfield Scott entered Mexico City. The battles of the Mexican-American War were painted by Carl Nebel and lithographed in Paris by the premier international lithographic firm of Lemercier. Like the Milbert folio of 1828 this ambitious color-plate book shows American history and scenery through French eyes and French printing. The preface beholds the effort and the expense involved: "They have certainly bestowed much time and money on the undertaking and [the author] can boldly assert that no country can claim that its battles have been illustrated in a richer, more faithful or more costly style of lithography."

Wood engraving for books became a major trade by the mid-nineteenth century, and as a way of printing pictures the technique flourished through the century. This amazing book of caricatures of various Philadelphia celebrities in 1851 even includes a wood engraver, William B. Gibson, as "Woodpecker." It is printed not by wood, however, but in the chromolithography of a Philadelphia pioneer in color printing, Louis Rosenthal. He was among the first of a number of adventurous craftsmen to develop in Philadelphia a little recognized but historically significant school of color printing. Peter Duval led the way, followed by such rival workers in the emerging art as Thomas Sinclair, the firm of Wagner and McGuigan, and the brothers Louis and Max Rosenthal.

The experiments of the Rosenthals and others were newly described as "chromolithography," and it is easy to imagine the growing excitement among both printers and readers with a sudden profusion of full color, rather than the customary black and white of most prints and books. The new color skills, which involved separate stones for each color and the difficult attendant

---


problems of inking and registration, coincided with another printing phenomenon of the mid-nineteenth century, the "annual gift book" (see 1829, 1834). These poetic effusions, with such titles as The Pearl, The Talisman, The Moss Rose, and The Iris, peaked in popularity in the 1850s. Embellished by ultra-fancy gold-stamped bindings and added chromolithograph title pages, the gift annals quickly became essential status symbols for every culturally aware owner of an American parlor. The Iris of 1852 was richly indulgent, with twelve "gems of art" printed in full color chromo by Duval. Queen Victoria ordered a dozen copies, and called it "the prettiest work she had seen from America," adding that "it reflects great credit on the city of Philadelphia."*

Hammatt Billings, wood engraving on a handkerchief, showing Little Eva reading the Bible to Uncle Tom in the Arbor, Boston, 1852. Graphic Arts, The Sinclair Hamilton Collection.

1852

The first edition of Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, with "six elegant designs by Billings," appeared on March 20, 1852. The book became one of the fermenting agents in a growing movement to abolish slavery in the South. The pictures by Billings played a part in the drama of the years leading up to the Civil War, with his design of Uncle Tom and Little Eva reproduced and copied on everything from handkerchiefs to sheet-music covers. Thomas Strong's 1853 colored lithograph, "First Meeting of Uncle Tom and Eva," copies the figures but changes Billings' bower to a stereotypical Southern scene of cotton bales on the Mississippi.

1854

The lithographic firm of Sarony and Major was one of several highly successful partnerships that characterized American lithography in the nineteenth century. Childs and Inman, Sarony and Major, and later, Currier and Ives, became flourishing printmaking enterprises. Lithography also now started to be far more versatile as an advertising medium. Publishers discovered that sheet music covers, embellished with chromos and lithographs, sold almost as fast as they could be printed. The lithographed cover of Stephen Foster's *Jenny with the Light Brown Hair* rises well above routine advertising and is a perfect expression of popular art of its period, gently sentimental and sweetly simple, like the music itself.

William Sharp emigrated from England to America in the late 1830s where he set up his own lithography shop in Boston. He had produced the first lithograph to be printed in colors in America by 1840,* several years before Peter Duval's color work in Philadelphia. But it was his later large-scale drawings on stone for John Fisk Allen's botanical folio, *Victoria Regia*, published in Boston in 1854, that gives William Sharp a distinct place in the development of successful chromolithography. Drawn with great decorative flair, four-color plates illustrate the progressive stages towards the radiant flowering of the American water lily. Printed in the full size of the flower itself, Sharp's prints are, for one flower, the botanical representation of the careful observation and artistry that characterizes Audubon's *Birds of America.*

The first photograph to be used in an American book was this so-called "sun picture" of John Hancock's house in Boston. Although taken by an unknown photographer, its presence marks a graphic milestone in the history of book illustration. It is a very early use of an original tipped-in photograph made by the print process developed in England in 1839 by Henry Fox Talbot.

Similar early realization of photography's power to preserve the past is found in another book that records not only old houses but old men still living who had actually fought in the American Revolution. Each veteran is interviewed in the text, and his home illustrated in color lithography. This drummer-boy of the Revolution and six other venerable survivors recount their memories of 1776, but it is the photographs that give this small book a strangely compelling life of its own.
Engraved reproduction of masterpieces of American painting began very early. John Singleton Copley and Benjamin West were both published in grand folio format by John Boydell in London in the eighteenth century. The idea of print reproduction, the perfect democratic way to disseminate art, also caught on in the mid-nineteenth century when the American Art Union and the New York Gallery of Goupil et Cie. published a number of the best paintings of the day. George Caleb Bingham's work was highly favored, and his quintessential American scenes appear in the best professional engraving of the day.

A flowering of lithography on a grand scale took place in the 1850s. Fitzhugh Lane was one of the important American artists who had emerged from apprenticeship in the earliest lithographic firms, and who now took on far more ambitious compositions. A new wave of American city views drawn on incredibly oversized stones began to appear, while aquatint engraving on copper began to lose favor. Mindful of their place in time, virtually every civic-minded township had its still peaceful steepled skyline lithographed, preserving at least in print an America soon to change.
Niagara Falls was always the great American tourist attraction, and as early as 1853, when Platt Babbitt set up a special pavilion at the best American viewpoint, the Falls proved to be highly photogenic. This rare half-plate daguerreotype is typical of Babbitt's work, which he sold to visitors who had been photographed unawares as they admired the great cascade. Pictures like these are the first of that most prolific of tourist trades, souvenirs of Niagara Falls.

A much more technically refined color lithography had been developed in England by 1854. The Great Exhibition in London showed in the Crystal Palace such peerless color prints as those of David Roberts and Louis Haghe. Similar English lithographic prowess is demonstrated in a color print of one of Frederick Church's most spectacular paintings, his Niagara Falls of 1857. Both painting and print created a sensation, with the print beautifully demonstrating how well lithography could duplicate the color, meticulous brushwork, and atmospheric depth of the original painting.
This small book written for children offers remarkable insight into the prodigious development of American printing by mid-century. The book offers a tour of Harper's seven-floor printing plant, looking in this cutaway drawing very much like the rat hill of activity that it very probably was. Type setting, printing, and all the attendant occupations of the making of books had now become an industry rather than a trade, and we are a long way from the Franklin hand press of a century earlier.

Key to the expansion and success of printing as a new industry was the power press, with its vastly increased capacity for fast, economical production. With the added power of steam these presses seemed like machines for the “Sorcerer’s Apprentice,” churning out geometrically increased numbers of posters, books, and newspapers. The power press not only expanded printing production, but made the idea of pictorial journalism possible. Together with an insatiable public appetite for pictures, the first illustrated magazines appeared, including the Illustrated London News in England, and Harper’s Weekly in America.
The bombardment of Fort Sumter on April 12, 1861, rekindled already strong feelings of North against South. The Civil War began. But the idea of two flags was anathema to many, and the reaction inspired a surge of flag songs. "The Stars and Stripes," with its intricately color-printed cover in red and blue inks and still memorable lyrics of "Rally 'Round the Flag, Boys, Rally 'Round the Flag," helped galvanize the North to action.

Rising patriotism, even in the parlor, is clear in this print of 1862. The same embellishment of crossed flags appears on the piano music, and a print of John Trumbull's Battle of Bunker's Hill hangs on the wall. Popular songs, such as Julia Ward Howe's great "Battle Hymn of the Republic," composed in 1861, did much to stir a divided nation in the growing crisis of war.
The artist and lithographer of this emotionally charged scene was James Queen, one of the most gifted of Peter Denuel's students in the new chromolithography. He rallied to the cause of the war with some of his best work, including this strong, pyramidial design of flag and eager-to-march militiamen.

Stein and Jones, poster, "Volunteers Wanted . . . At Once!" Philadelphia, 1861. Rare Books.

The declaration of war coincided with dramatic developments in printing: the use of the steam-power press and ever bigger wood-block types. The combined result was a sudden expansion of the conventional broadside into a dramatic new graphic form, the wall-size poster. Patriotic fervor of the day helped to unleash a new "power of the press." Full of the biggest printed letter forms yet devised, these posters are typically surmounted by a proud woodcut emblem of the American eagle aggressively perched on a starred-and-striped shield.
1862

Matthew Brady and Alexander Gardner were early photographers of true ability and vision who recognized the historic importance of documenting the Civil War with their cameras. They also recognized that the profile of President Lincoln was remarkably photogenic. Brady in particular left a priceless American legacy in his many portraits of the face of Lincoln. Documentation of military history through photography had strong beginnings in the work of these early American masters of the camera.


The rapid reporting of the Civil War in pictures was unrivaled by any news event up to this time. Both photographers and artists were there to take photographs and draw pictures. In addition Harper’s Weekly set up an assembly-line system of engraving wood blocks in sections after the designs sent from the front lines. The blocks were then bolted together and printed in the magazine at unheard-of speed. Alfred Waud, shown here sketching in the field, created thousands of drawings for Harper’s Weekly. Much better known artists, Winslow Homer and Felix O.C. Darley, were also there to record the scene at first-hand.

Panoramic colored lithograph, Scenes of the Civil War, rolled strip mounted in a toy theater box. New York, ca. 1864. Graphic Arts.

1864

The popular press became much more active during and after the Civil War. Among the many graphic records of the conflict were such children’s toys as this small cardboard theater containing a moving strip that shows the events of the war from the firing on Fort Sumter to the burning of Atlanta. Popular spy novels also appeared. *Pauline of the Potomac*, "an authentic and thrilling narrative of the beautiful and accomplished Miss Pauline d’Estrange," included "magnificently colored engravings executed specially for its pages." *Pauline of the Potomac* is an early example in both graphic format and melodramatic content of the later extremely popular “dime novels.”

1864

James Gregory’s anthology of war poems followed swiftly on the end of the war and incorporated several drawings by the most celebrated illustrator of the day, Felix Darley. It is Darley’s name that is gold-stamped on the cover, not the poet’s, and Gregory does not even get credit on the title page. Darley was a fine draftsman and his best work compares well with that of the best European artists of the time. Too little known today, he was the accepted master of book illustration in the mid-nineteenth century.
1865

The lightly sketched background of flag and troops, and the drum in the foreground suggest that the setting here may well be a grand review of the victorious returning troops on May 23 and 24, 1865, in Washington. The frontispiece of *The Boys in Blue*, also shown here, is dated 1865 and is a far more labored picture of the same jubilant parade and celebration of surviving troops.

1864

The postwar years ushered in a new age of peace and prosperity well exemplified in the color prints of the period. Currier and Ives of New York reigned supreme in the newly thriving market for lithographs, followed by Louis Prang of Boston, who shared Currier and Ives' profitable belief in "art for the people." Determined to develop the color printing begun in Philadelphia in the 1840s, Currier and Ives made their first valiant effort in true color lithography with *American Speckled Brook Trout*. Although it is a careful copy, the color printing made an aesthetic travesty of Arthur Tait's original painting, and the great effort involved discouraged Currier and Ives enough to persuade them to stay with the old tradition of hand-coloring thereafter.
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1864

The inadequate color reproduction of Tait's *American Speckled Brook Trout* also displeased the artist, and he was easily persuaded by Currier and Ives' Boston rival, Louis Prang and Co., to create a design for them. Tait produced another nature theme, a group of chicks, which became Prang's first published color print. Although its appearance in 1866 provoked high critical distaste, the print was an enormous popular success. What the critics dismissed as "cheap chromos" proved to be a vast new popular market. Art and sentiment in inexpensive full color proved irresistible. Sold at first in the thousands, then by the millions, Prang prints began the American "chromo age."
The development of color printing by lithography, like so many of the graphic arts in America, was primarily the achievement of immigrant artists and printmakers from Europe. William Sharp, who came from London to Boston in 1870, produced that same year the first American color lithograph; and later his best work, the "Great Water Lily of America." (see 1884) Philadelphia, New York, and Cincinnati soon followed as centers for immigrant lithographers determined to capture in print the elusive but very real charms of color. The most important group of these pioneer color printmakers in Philadelphia included the German immigrants, Louis and Max Rosenthal, and the French-born Peter Deesal. (see 1851, 1852) But it was the German, Louis Prang, who had fled Europe in the revolution of 1848, who truly recognized both the artistic and big-business potential of this powerful infant of color printing, the "chromo." Inventing the greeting card in the 1870s, Prang went on to turn the reproduction of art in color into a new printing industry. In the process he became a wealthy patron and collector, and through his books, Prang art supplies, and chromo prints, a powerful force in the dissemination of American art.
The scenic wonders of America in general and the grandeur of the West in particular were celebrated in an ambitious publishing venture of 1875, *Pictoressa America, or the Land We Live In*. Issued in forty-eight parts, this is one of the best of American illustrated books for its beautifully executed wood engravings after the designs of Harry Fenn, Thomas Moran, and others. The fulsome text was edited by William Cullen Bryant, but it is the pictures that truly show the best of American scenery before the soon-to-arrive smokestacks of the Industrial Age. While it is the last of several similar projects dating as far back as the eighteenth century — *Pictoressa Americana* (see 1768), Joshua Shaw’s *Pictoressa Views of American Scenery* (1820), and William Bartlett’s *American Scenery* (1840) — this work at last escapes the traditional British viewpoint, and is perhaps the most honest American scenery of them all.

The wood engravings of *Pictoressa America* were successful, but limited to black and white. For Ferdinand Hayden, the government geologist who explored the Yellowstone Valley in 1871, such pictures were like seeing “Hamlet with the role of Hamlet omitted,” and he decided to give the watercolors made by his expedition artist, Thomas Moran, to the best of all American color lithographers, Louis Prang of Boston, for full-color reproduction. The results exceeded his fondest hopes. As he rightly wrote in his preface, “It is a just subject for national pride to see a work of this character, which takes equal rank with anything of the kind ever undertaken in Europe, produced wholly on American soil.”
Photography of the American West followed soon after the discovery of gold in 1849. The daguerreotypes of that time were replaced, in the 1870s, by the dramatic scenic work in oversized wet-plate prints by Timothy O'Sullivan and William Henry Jackson. Jackson accompanied Dr. Ferdinand Hayden on his historic official exploration of Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming, and despite the fragile glass-plate negatives and cumbersome equipment of early photography, Jackson produced folio-size prints of extraordinary quality. His prints helped greatly in the campaign to persuade Congress to create Yellowstone National Park in 1872.

Edward Long (?), chromolithograph after Albert Bierstadt, The Rocky Mountains, Landers Peak. Place unknown, no date. Lent by Alfred L. Bush. (detail)

Not only photographers but also serious painters began to recognize that the scenery of the West was a highly suitable subject for art. Artists such as Albert Bierstadt depicted the grandeur of the mountainous West in splendid scenes like his "Rocky Mountains, Landers Peak," exhibited in New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1865 amid Bierstadt’s collection of Indian artifacts and an actual wigwam. The large painting was a popular sensation, rivalling the equally spectacular painting hanging at the same gallery, Frederick Church’s Heart of the Andes. Like several other Bierstadt paintings, it was later reproduced in elaborate chromolithography, using as many as twenty colors.
National pride, which had been building for a full century, crested in the great International Centennial Exposition held in Philadelphia from May to November of 1876. The buildings covered twenty acres in Fairmount Park and were visited by nearly ten million people. The new chromo industry produced an extravagance of printed souvenirs ranging from small “trade cards” advertising every conceivable product to such popular blockbusting chromos as *Yankee Doodle*, now known as *The Spirit of ’76*. This super-patriotic image of two drummers and a fifer bravely marching in step in the midst of battle became an instant sensation and the most hopelessly popular of all American chromos even until recent times.

Among the multitude of souvenirs of the Centennial were several small “Stevens pure silk woven pictures.” Made in Coventry, England, such curios enjoyed a short-lived vogue in the Victorian age, mainly as fancy bookmarks. They are also interesting as attractive relics of a miniature version of the Jacquard loom, which wove textile designs programmed from punch cards—an idea that would eventually lead to the modern computer.
By the 1880s printing had become an increasingly diversified major American industry. Every town of any size had its own presses, both for letterpress and lithography. New inventions soon included such significant improvements as the halftone screen developed by Frederick Ives in Philadelphia* and the linotype typesetting machine invented in 1885 by Ottmar Mergenthaler in New York. The hand-engraved woodblock also began to be replaced by the photographic linecut, marking the beginning of the end for one of the nineteenth century’s largest artistic trades.

* Ives also developed in the 1880s the three-color separation halftone process that is still in use today.

Advertising in print emerged as a national obsession in the 1880s, resulting in the proliferation of “job-printers” and leading to the nationwide spread of printing in America. Small-town printers from Akron to Poughkeepsie gave their communities not only information of every kind, but often added a certain sense of style to their work. These men had their own journal, the American Model Printer, which supplied both technical and aesthetic advice. The bizarre letterforms, eccentric angular typography, and neo-Egyptian ornaments so characteristic of American graphic design of the 1880s may be blamed in part on the examples and advice found in the American Model Printer.
Perhaps the most pervasive part of the "chromo age" of the 1880s was the trade card. These deceptively innocent little cards, printed in color lithography, represent a Victorian flowering of one of the most fertile ideas of the printing trades, advertising. Two developments in printing, the jobbing press and the cheap chromolithograph, helped to sow this dragon-seed. Unlimited printing of the advertising trade card—along with its folio-sized big brother, the poster—represented new celebrations of the marketplace and was still another massive step in the democratization of imagery. With true hucksterism, the cards linked soap with Uncle Sam, cure-all medicines with Columbia, or flying tigers with farm machinery. Like Currier and Ives prints and Prang chromos, here was another far-reaching presentation of "pictures for the people."

1883

The trade cards of the 1880s not only began endless pictorial huckstering of soap, toothpaste, and nerve tonics, but also exploited all the minority stereotypes. Irish, Jews, Chinese, and Blacks all found themselves treated with little kindness. Women were also stereotyped, but a new image began to appear. Godey's Lady's Book for 1883 includes a machine, the "calligraphic type-writer," for the new office working class, the secretary. Historic events are also depicted, with many trade cards linking advertising with the opening of the Brooklyn Bridge in 1883 and the arrival of the Statue of Liberty in 1886. By 1889 trade cards showed the telephone, the electric light, and the first Otis elevator working to transform American life forevermore.
The engineering marvel of a great bridge across the East River from Manhattan to Brooklyn gave New York City and the nation a new symbol suggesting the limitless progress of the future. Designed by John Augustus Roebling, the Brooklyn Bridge opened in 1883 with a display of fireworks and celebration. It became an instant American icon, appearing not only in primas, but also as a favorite trade card gimmick for everything from Wiliamantic sewing thread to Lydia Pinkham pills.

The excesses of chromo advertising and the increasing ugliness of the industrial age led to a rebirth of aestheticism both in Europe and America in the 1880s. Oscar Wilde made his notorious American lecture tour in 1882, scolding Americans for their hopelessy bad taste, while France and the rest of Europe bloomed with a new international style, art nouveau. One artist in America, Elihu Vedder, embodied the new style in a remarkably lavish limited edition of the Babájidi, with two hundred illustrations printed on Japanese paper, flowered silk doubloons, and a gold-stamped binding design of startling originality for its date. The work is conceived on a grand scale and printed in a folio format rarely seen in books of poetry. Vedder was a visionary artist, ahead of his time, and one of the first expatriate artists to settle in Rome.
The American artist abroad was a cultural tradition from Benjamin West and his followers in the eighteenth century to the American school, evoked by Nathaniel Hawthorne in *The Marble Faun*, set in Rome in the 1860s. Less well known is a small Anglo-American colony in Italy headed by Francesca Alexander, whose artist father, Francis King Alexander, abandoned Boston for Rome in 1853. Francesca became an artist in her own right, was a close friend of John Ruskin, and published a fine illustrated book, *Roadside Songs of Tuscany*, in 1885.

In the last decades of the nineteenth century, several of the most gifted of American artists fled the excesses of the chromo and industrial civilization of America for the well-established culture of Europe. Both John Singer Sargent and James A. McNeill Whistler settled in England as lifelong expatriates. The democratic idea of “pictures for the people” was changed by Whistler, who pursued deliberate elitism in prints by producing limited editions for the gratification of the few. A new militant aestheticism was presented by Whistler to a bourgeois society. He infuriated John Ruskin—and won a famous lawsuit against the venerable Victorian critic. With deliberate preciosity, he signed his limited-edition prints on a special tab with his signature-monogram, a butterfly.
Clay and Coseck, chromolithography trade card "At 6 and at 6c." Buffalo, New York, ca. 1887. Lent by Paul M. Ingwall, Class of 1930.

- 1887 -

Amid all the aesthetic turmoil of advertising trade cards, circus posters, and tourist souvenirs a few chromo images of artistic and expressive force can be discovered. A painting of unusual realism, The Old Violin by the New York painter William Harnett, was exhibited at the Cincinnati Industrial Fair in 1886. A well-established Cincinnati lithographer, Frank Tuchfarber, purchased the painting with the intention of reproducing it by his own chromolithography. The resulting print, published in both Cincinnati and Covington, Kentucky, was an immediate sales success. It was and still remains popular art at its best, easily understood at first glance, yet as fully charged with other meanings as is the original Harnett painting.

Another strangely evocative chromolithograph, this time a trade card by a rival firm of lithographers, Clay and Coseck,-advertises a health tonic, Burdock's Blood Bitters. It is also very much in the tradition of William Harnett's trompe l'oeil realism. This carefully rendered design portrays a youthful soul revealed in the slashed canvas of a portrait of an old man. More than an advertising stunt, it is a haunting mystical image, worthy of the modern Belgian master of surrealism, René Magritte.
Before Muybridge, artists depicted a running horse with all legs outstretched in a “flying gallop.” Using a series of “stop-motion” photographs achieved by a camera-lined track, Muybridge proved for the first time that artists, for all their powers of observation, had it wrong, and that a horse’s gallop had a totally different pattern. Recognizing a whole new area of visual exploration, Muybridge worked for three years at the University of Pennsylvania to produce his monumental study, *Animal Locomotion*. In some 150,000 stop-motion photographs, Muybridge presented to American art and science not only a great illustrated book on kinaesthetics, but the practical key to the dream of dreams, moving pictures.

Thomas Eakins, as head of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, invited Edward Muybridge to lecture on his motion photography in 1883. Eakins was himself an excellent photographer, and did his own Muybridge-like multiple-exposure experiments in photography. As an artist Eakins was particularly disposed to painting and photographing the nude. His sensitive photography of the body, like Muybridge’s thousands of similar studies, are surprising in the Philadelphia of the 1880s. Eventually, Eakins’ persistent use of such models in his painting classes led to his historically outrageous dismissal by officials of the Academy.
The development of electroplate printing was a turning point in book illustration, freeing the artist from the intermediary hand of the wood engraver. Book illustration in pen and ink line work soon developed as a style of its own. Howard Pyle was one of the first American artists to exploit the pure line potential of drawings now appearing regularly in literary journals such as Harper’s Monthly and Scribner’s Magazine. Pyle had been discovered by the important Harper art editor, Charles Parsons, and soon emerged as the leading illustrator of the period. A great teacher as well as artist, he went on to establish his own schools of illustration in both Philadelphia and in Wilmington, Delaware, creating a group of American “picture makers” that would include Violet Oakley, Jessie Willcox Smith, Maxfield Parrish, and N. C. Wyeth. Pyle was the beginning of a “golden age” of American literary illustration that would eventually spawn the Brandywine tradition of serious painting as illustration.

Mary Cassatt left Philadelphia to study art in Paris in 1865 with her father’s farewell remark: “I’d rather see you dead.” Instead, she found independence and direction for her life. Like Whistler in many ways, she found inspiration in Japanese art, and pursued printmaking as a major expression. Dry point and aquatint became particular skills, and in 1890–1891, Mary Cassatt published a series of ten color aquatint prints showing the everyday life of a nineteenth-century woman. The series demonstrates both her complete absorption in Japanese style and her consummate mastery of the color print. Aselyn Breeskin wrote of them: “They are indeed her most original contribution, adding a new chapter to the history of the graphic arts, and as color prints, have never been surpassed.”
John F. Earhart, a combination of colors and tints with gold, from: The Color Printer, A Treatise on the Use of Colors in Typography, Printing, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1892. Graphic Arts, The Elmer Adler Collection.

1892

The use of color in typography and graphic design found its first use in printing in America in the work of John Mycall in the late eighteenth century (see 1789). A full century later, John Earhart, following the lead of Cincinnati color-printer John Strowbridge, took typographic color to new limits. Earhart pursued the subtleties of half-tone tints and the interaction of colors to produce a book full of precise, jewel-like patterns that recall the work of Owen Jones and his Grammar of Ornament in England. Although Earhart was more craftsman than artist, he gave printing one of its most definitive texts on the use of color.

1893

The four-hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America was the occasion of renewed historical awareness and nationalistic pride in the promise of America, and was the inspiration for the World's Columbian Exposition of 1893. Renewed appreciation of classical architectural styles resulted in an eclectic mix of 150 buildings in Greek and Roman, Romanesque, and Renaissance architecture, all constructed in a pseudo-marble material known as “staff.” This short-lived architectural fantasy, called the “White City,” was the work of many of the best men art architects of the period, including Charles F. McKim, William R. Mead, and Stanford White, as well as Louis Sullivan and other shapers of the American city skyline of the next century.
Daniel Berkeley Updike was at first an American follower of William Morris, adapting for his printing design the same manner of design motifs and the superior craftsmanship of Morris's Kelmscott Press in England. His <i>Alar Book</i> includes borders, initials, and binding designed by Bertram Goodhue, and illustrations by Robert Anning Bell. Both end-of-the-century <i>art nouveau</i> and Pre-Raphaelite influences are here given American expression, making this handsome folio a good example of the international style prevailing among artists of the time. Updike would go on to become the leading book designer of America in the early twentieth century, and a major typographer, private press printer, and later the author of a major history of printing, <i>Printing Types, Their History, Forms and Use</i> (Cambridge, 1924).

The serpentine contours of <i>art nouveau</i> are everywhere in the graphic art of one of America's best fin de siècle artists, Will Bradley. His book illustrations and advertising designs merge in one style, and automobile tires, toothpaste, and bicycles are presented with the same curvilinear, highly energized style as his more serious book illustration. Bradley revolutionized poster and advertising design, rejecting homemaking Victorian styles for the latest cosmopolitan influences of Alphonse Mucha and Aubrey Beardsley.

1896

The half-tone screen, developed by Frederick Ives and others, expanded the expressive potential of magazine illustration as an art form. Harper's Monthly and Scribner's Magazine became not only patrons of American writers, but of illustrators as well. Far less snobbish distinctive between fine art and illustration made cultural celebrities of Howard Pyle and Maxfield Parrish, and also less well remembered, but highly skilled artists like Robert Frederick Blum and William Smedley. Both Blum and Smedley were outstanding as water color painters, and moved between art and illustration just as easily as Winslow Homer had a generation earlier.


1899-1900

By the end of the century the ever-growing medium of the popular press began to reach truly expansive proportions. One of the ultimate American popular arts, the comic strip, began in 1897 with Randolph Residence' "Katzenjammer Kids." Thomas Nast broke the corruption of New York's Tammany Hall and Boss Tweed through his relentless political cartoons, and a new form of sophisticated cartooning art appeared in the drawings of Charles Dana Gibson. His "Gibson Girl" was the new woman. Her classic profile, flowing hair, and free spirit caught the national imagination. As the "Gibson Girl," she became an American national heroine, and her creator a wealthy man. She was a beautiful transitional creation, summing up the ever-expanding popular imagery of the nineteenth century while being a graceful harbinger of the century to come.
This three-century chronology of books, prints, and drawings does not represent a random selection of images, but rather a curator's attempt to put into recognizable order several important developments in American history and culture as depicted in the graphic arts. The selections are intended to be seen as far more than wearisome dates and routine texts; they are a sequential gathering of those books, prints, and drawings at Princeton that give the most authentic graphic and visual embodiment to North America's past. Included are images of America's discovery, its original inhabitants, flora, fauna, and landscape, its several wars, and its gradual achievement of political and cultural independence from Europe. These themes and others recur in successive waves in the history of American graphic arts, all complex and important enough to have been described again and again in the history books, but often misunderstood in their authentic pictorial representation. Study of these important books and prints yields a recognition of certain visual works as the true classics of their time and subject. Such classic works have long been recognized in literature, but less so in printed pictures. Librarians and scholars, however, have begun to recognize that the picture-book and print may convey complex information as surely as the often difficult semantics of the text.

Pictures have a "syntax" of their own, and present a complex mixture of iconography, technique, style, and most interesting of all, the artist's subjective interpretation of what he sees and portrays. To better understand book illustration, therefore, it is helpful to place it in its exact context, and it is one of the great virtues of books that such information is almost always firmly established on title page and colophon. Date established, techniques follow easily, presenting their own fascinating development. The discovery and mastery of the printing problems of line, tone, texture,
light and shade, and finally color are all stories unto themselves, first in Asia, then in Europe, then in a last reprint, America.

In both the Old and the New World, woodcut, intaglio engraving (including mezzotint and aquatint), lithography, and photography, all have their own development. The multiple strands of the history of each of these printing techniques may be found in this catalogue, along with the emergence of new independence in both politics and art. The most difficult technique, but artistically one of the most important of them all—printing in color—is emphasized here. Included are many rare and little known examples, from the pioneer achievements of Gustave Doré in color woodcut to the beginnings of color lithography in the work of the Rosenthals, Peter Durst, and Thomas Sinclair in Philadelphia to the experiments of William Sharp and the full lush chronos of Louis Prang in Boston. Then, following a descent into the aesthetic maelstrom of advertising trade cards and circus posters, the century ends in the fine color typography of John Earhart and the consummate color aquatint prints of Mary Cassatt.

The many year-by-year entries of the catalogue also record in their chronological context our earliest scientific illustration from Mark Catesby and William Bartram to John James Audubon and Alfred M. H. Peale. The Revolution and the Civil War are here as well, very well documented by Princeton’s extraordinary holdings for both periods. The growing country is illustrated from stage coach and steamboat travel to the discovery of the scenic wonders of the American West. Selected prints from the Leonard L. Milberg Collection of American City Views suggest a vast study in itself—the urbanization of America. Finally, among several other pictorial aisles too good not to include, are the several entries related to the history of Princeton itself, from the first Dawkins view of 1764 to the Nassau Street harborscape woodcut poster of 1883.

As Professor Arthur Link has said, “All history begins at home. . . Without a sense of history, we have no sense of time, without a sense of time, we have no sense of place, and without time and place we have no sense of identity.” The graphic arts in and of America help confirm that irreplaceable legacy—our cultural identity.
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